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MVP | SPRINTMVP | DRIVE

MVP | DRIVE JUNIOR

The younger brother has just arrived! Now you can really teach “safe” 
heads up tackling on a remote-controlled moving target (coach 
controls speed and direction). The MVP DRIVE JUNIOR will not be 
intimidating to your younger players who may be timid tacklers. MVP 
DRIVE JUNIOR will promote their improvement.

Learn the fundamentals of safe tackling by using the MVP DRIVE 
JUNIOR at practice daily. Improve on bringing the ball carrier to the 
ground safely while moving at full speed. Make practice fun by creating 
new safe and effective drills with the MVP DRIVE JUNIOR!

Designed for players 150 lbs. or less.

The MVP | SPRINT is the newest mobile, remote-controlled self-
righting, padded training dummy to hit the field. SPRINT was 
designed with high schools in mind, is budget-friendly ($3450), and 
boasts enhanced performance on rougher grass fields. 

H Reaches speeds of up to 16 MPH with zero-radius turning capacity.
H Comparable weight to an elite athlete at 160 lbs.
H Smart, internal battery management system lasts 3-6 hours. 
H Increased clearance, thicker tires, and a grass/turf mode make 

SPRINT our best performing dummy on grass and rough field 
surfaces.

JUNIOR

All the quality you expect from Rogers on field practice equipment. A 
sealed drivetrain and run flat tires provide for minimal maintenance. 
MVP DRIVE features the same rugged 18oz vinyl cover, industrial 
zippers, and high density foam found on other quality Rogers 
dummies and pads.

H Challenges players of all skills. Runs a 40 in 6 seconds. Zero-turn, 
self righting design with quick and agile cornering. 

H Safe for use on your grass or artificial turf field with a user 
selectable operation mode.

H Cover your practice field from corner to corner with a reliable, long 
range 2.4GHz controller.

H Soft guide rollers, non spoked wheels and a fully foam encased 
drivetrain will protect your platers. 

2 800-457-5337  |  www.RogersAthletic.com



NOW TRAINING AT OVER 125 HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE  
AND PROFESSIONAL TEAMS

OPTIONS
STANDARD VINYL COLORS 

Colors are approximate. Actual color swatches  
available upon request. NOTE: MVP | SPRINT is only available in 
black, red, and blue.

 YELLOW * RED PURPLE * BLUE   

 NAVY * ORANGE * GREEN * BLACK

*Available on MVP | DRIVE and MVP JUNIOR only.

Additional vinyl and ink colors are available for an additional charge.  
Please call for availability and pricing information.

PRICING
MVP DRIVE

MVP SPRINT

MVP DRIVE JUNIOR

#410882 190 lbs. $5500 or two annual payments of $2750

#410968 160 lbs. $3450 

#410928 120 lbs. $3600

MVP SPRINT MVP | DRIVE MVP | DRIVE JUNIOR

BATTERY 3-6 Hours 3-6 Hours 3-6 Hours

RANGE 500 Yards + 500 Yards + 500 Yards +

SPEED Up to 16MPH Up to 18MPH Up to 14MPH

SMART-CONTROL Yes Yes Yes

WARRANTY 2 Years 3 Years 3 Years

TERRAIN Turf & Grass Turf & Grass Turf & Grass

HEIGHT 65" 65.5" 54.75"

WEIGHT 160 lbs. 190 lbs. 120 lbs.
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• Side-to-side movement more accurately simulates the  
realism of facing a live opponent.

• Coil over shock gives realistic resistance for both the  
initial impact and continued drive.

• Drill Cartridge™ allows flexibility in a variety of drills.

Control the Action

For more size specs, accessories, and product information go to www.RogersAthletic.com.

TEK SLED
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“At North Allegheny High School, we pride ourselves on 
our technique and physical play on both sides of the line of 
scrimmage. The Rogers TEK Sled has been a great tool for us 
to refine these techniques. This sled is the most versatile and 
realistic sled on the market!”

 — Art Walker Jr. – Head Football Coach 
 North Allegheny High School – Pennsylvania
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EXCLUSIVE DRILL  
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM™

The quick-change cartridge allows you 
to train an unlimited amount of drills – 
it’s like having multiple sleds with one 
purchase. Configure as a leverage  
sled, a drive sled, or a technique sled.

HOW IT'S BUILT
PAD HAND POCKETS
The TEK Hands Pad pockets promote  
tight hands inside during drills.
H One-piece molded urethane foam  

core reinforced by a nylon-mesh.
H Strong inner steel frame doesn’t  

twist and maximizes stability.
H Tough 18 ounce vinyl-coated nylon  

cover with defined target areas.

RECOIL MECHANISM
H Life-like feel provides softer initial 

movement with increased resistance as 
you progress into the pad.

H Hydraulic shock and spring dampens 
pad movement.

TURNED-UP FLAT RUNNERS
Safe for grass and artificial turf. 

www.RogersAthlet
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LINK SYSTEM
H Connection links allow players to run 

through the sled for a variety of drills.
H Purchase a smaller sled now and add 

additional drill stations later.
H Vary drill routines by converting a 

7-man into a 5-man and 2-man sled.
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1-MAN TEK SLED

TEK SLED ADD-ON UNIT

#411411 $2605 

or two annual payments of $1303

360 lbs.   4'w

#410888 $2045

360 lbs.   7'w

SLED PRICING

2-MAN TEK SLED #411412 $3735

or two annual payments of $1868 

585 lbs.   7'w

3-MAN TEK SLED #411413 $5435 

or two annual payments of $2718

920 lbs.   13.5'w

4-MAN TEK SLED #411414 $7135

or two annual payments of $3568

1255 lbs.   20'w

5-MAN TEK SLED #411415 $8835

or two annual payments of $4418

1590 lbs.   26.5'w

6-MAN TEK SLED #411416 $10,535

or two annual payments of $5268

1925 lbs.   33'w

7-MAN TEK SLED #411417 $12,235

or two annual payments of $6118

2260 lbs.   39.5'w

COACHES PLATFORM

OUTDOOR GROUND MOUNT

Practice the basic fundamentals 
for both offense and defense. 
Rotates 90° for even turf wear. 
Requires concrete to secure 
the base in the ground. Includes 
ground-sleeve cover for off-
season storage. 

#411418    175 lbs.    $2585 

Patents #8535181, #8568255 and an 
additional patent pending

The optional Coach’s Platform 
allows you to watch the drive 
and technique of each player as 
he drills on the TEK Sled. It also 
adds weight to increase players' 
leg drive. 

#411309      58 lbs.      $325

TEK HANDS PAD

ACCESSORIES

PAD OPTIONS

H	All TEK sleds come with TEK Hands Pads.

H	Has a narrow torso to allow player inside  
control.

H Low aiming points force players  
to stay low using proper technique.

Replacement Pad      #410732      $375

Patent #D679769

TEK
HANDS
PAD

ll RED
ll BLUE
ll BLACK

TEK SLED OUTRIGGERS

Easily convert any TEK Unit into 
a 1-man sled with these optional 
outriggers.

#402729      110 lbs.      $565

0% FINANCING  
ON SOME OF OUR MOST POPULAR EQUIPMENT*  

CALL FOR MORE INFO.   
*Minimum order value required for multi-year plans.
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• Train players to reverse the opponent’s momentum prior to  
rolling the hips and securing control with leverage.

• From a good football position, hit the pad and overcome  
its resistance. Only after the pad is driven at least five inches  
will the LEV Head release, allowing the player to roll the hips and  
lift the pad, finishing off the opponent.

• Offense & defense. Great sled for BOTH offensive and  
defensive drills.

• Heavy weight sled – eliminates the need to add additional weight.

For more size specs, accessories, and product information go to www.RogersAthletic.com.

Own the Trenches
LEV SLED
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“Engage with a flat back and your hands inside. Break the 
stalemate. Arch the back, lift and extend while maintaining a 
base, balance and leg drive. These are the fundamentals of the 
drive block which the LEV Sled teaches. It is without question 
the best teaching aid for blocking that I have ever used.”

 — Art Walker Jr. – Head Football Coach 
 North Allegheny High School – Pennsylvania



STAINLESS STEEL SKINSLEV SLED WHEEL KITPIVOTING PAD ADAPTER

COACHES PLATFORM LEV SLED OUTRIGGERS

For added protection on synthetic turf field, 
add stainless steel skins to your existing 
Rogers LEV Sleds.

#410623      25 lbs.     $345 ea.

Easily roll your sled to different practice 
locations or for storage. Wheels are 8", 
foam-filled, and will never go flat.

#410641      170 lbs.     $445 each

Trains blockers to maintain surface contact. 
Brings a new level of realism to drilling. Fits 
existing LEV and MOD Sleds.

#410379      11 lbs.      $145 ea. 
SAVE Three or more $140 each

The optional Coach’s Platform 
allows you to watch the drive 
and technique of each player as 
he drills on the LEV Sled. It also 
adds weight to increase players' 
leg drive. 

#411309      58 lbs.      $325

Easily convert any LEV Unit into 
a 1-man sled with these optional 
outriggers.

#402729      110 lbs.      $565

ACCESSORIES

HOW IT'S BUILT
QUALITY PADS
H One-piece molded urethane foam core 

reinforced by a nylon-mesh.
H Strong inner steel frame doesn’t twist 

and maximizes stability.
H Tough 18 ounce vinyl-coated nylon 

cover with defined target areas.

PIN ATTACHMENT
H Pad is attached with a single pin.
H Pad will not rise or twist when hit.
H Easily change pads for different drills. 

EXCLUSIVE LEV ACTION
H Patented release mechanism.
H Develops proper drive technique by 

releasing only after five inches of 
compression.

LOCKING LEV HEAD 
H LEV head assembly easily locks in down 

position.
H Convert sled for drive blocking drills.

NYLON LINER
H Extends the life of the sled.
H Reduces metal-on-metal wear.

LINK SYSTEM
H The sled Link System is modular – allowing you to vary stations and drills. 
H Vary drill routines by converting a 7-man into a 5-man and 2-man sled. 
H Purchase a smaller sled now and add additional drill stations later.
H Low profile link allows players to safely run a variety of drills  

between the pads. 

www.RogersAthlet
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1-MAN LEV SLED

LEV SLED ADD-ON UNIT

#411401 $1735

or two annual payments of $868

Pivoting Pad Adapter (1) ADD $145 
Stainless Steel Skins (1) ADD $345

324 lbs.   4'w

#410615 $1465

Pivoting Pad Adapter (1) ADD $145 
Stainless Steel Skins (1) ADD $345

270 lbs.   7'w

Includes complete LEV Runner, 
connection link, and choice of pad.

0% FINANCING  
ON SOME OF OUR MOST POPULAR EQUIPMENT*  

CALL FOR MORE INFO.   
*Minimum order value required for multi-year plans.

OUTDOOR GROUND MOUNT

Rotates 90° for even turf wear. 
Requires concrete to secure 
the base in the ground. Includes 
ground-sleeve cover for off-
season storage. Your choice of 
Shock™ or Surge™ pad. 

#410295      175 lbs.      $1165

PAD OPTIONS
SLED PRICING

2-MAN LEV SLED #411402 $2695

or two annual payments of $1348

Wheel Kit (2) ADD $890 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (2) ADD $290 
Stainless Steel Skins (2) ADD $690

487 lbs.   5'w

3-MAN LEV SLED #411403 $3785

or two annual payments of $1893

Wheel Kit (2) ADD $890 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (3) ADD $420 
Stainless Steel Skins (3) ADD $1035

745 lbs.   9.5'w

4-MAN LEV SLED #411404 $4915

or two annual payments of $2458

Wheel Kit (3) ADD $1335 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (4) ADD $560 
Stainless Steel Skins (4) ADD $1380

1009 lbs.   14'w

5-MAN LEV SLED #411405 $6045

or two annual payments of $3023

Wheel Kit (4) ADD $1780 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (5) ADD $700 
Stainless Steel Skins (5) ADD $1725

1276 lbs.   18.5'w

6-MAN LEV SLED #411406 $7165

or two annual payments of $3583

Wheel Kit (5) ADD $2225 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (6) ADD $840 
Stainless Steel Skins (6) ADD $2070

1537 lbs.   23'w

7-MAN LEV SLED #411407 $8295

or two annual payments of $4148

Wheel Kit (6) ADD $2670 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (7) ADD $980 
Stainless Steel Skins (7) ADD $2415

1801 lbs.   27.5'w

MINI T-PAD

H Specify pad style that simulates your favorite drills.
H	Standard colors shown. Other colors available upon request.  

Call for availability and additional pricing.
H Purchase additional models and increase your drill options  

using the same sled.
H All new sleds come with a pad of your choice.

SURGE

Shock 
#410431      $375
llllllllllllllll

Surge 
#410292      $375
llllllllllllllll

Mini T-Pad 
#410806      $355
llllll

Newly added to our most 
popular sled pads,  hand 
pocket aiming points,  to 
work grip and control when 
engaging the pad.

SURGE HANDS CAVITYSHOCK HANDS CAVITY

SURGE

#411516   $375
llllllllllllllll

#411515   $375
llllllllllllllll

COMING SOON

Versatile  
Multi-Gap Pad
#411526      $365
llllll

Elite Body Pad
#411527      $365
llllll

NEWNEW
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• For the offensive line, the MOD Sled™ is ideal for drive and  
zone blocking.

• On defense, practice the correct stance and skills to  
physically play the blocker.

• Run drills to improve pass protection and combination blocks.

• Run through the sled for pass-rush and swim moves.

 
For more size specs, accessories, and product information go to www.RogersAthletic.com.

Football's Favorite 
Training Tool

MOD SLED
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"The 7-Man MOD Sled helped sharpen our unit timing  
so our offensive-line play is more explosive.”

 — Scott Pollack – Head Football Coach 
 Mogadore High School – Ohio



HOW IT'S BUILT

ENCASED ACTION
Coil spring mechanism is fully encased  
in metal for safety.
NYLON LINER
Engineered to extend the life of the sled, 
the nylon liner reduces metal-on-metal 
wear.

QUALITY PADS
H One-piece molded urethane foam core 

reinforced by a nylon-mesh.
H Strong inner steel frame doesn’t twist 

and maximizes stability.
H Tough 18 ounce vinyl-coated nylon 

cover with defined target areas.

PIN ATTACHMENT
H Pad is attached with a single pin.
H Pad will not rise or twist when hit.
H Easily change pads for different drills. 

B

B
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LINK SYSTEM
H Connection links allow players to run 

through the sled for a variety of drills.
H Purchase a smaller sled now and add 

additional drill stations later.
H Vary drill routines by converting a 

7-man into a 5-man and 2-man sled.
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STAINLESS STEEL SKINSMOD SLED WHEEL KITPIVOTING PAD ADAPTER

COACHES PLATFORM MOD SLED OUTRIGGERS

For added protection on synthetic turf field, 
add stainless steel skins to your existing 
Rogers MOD Sleds.

#410623      25 lbs.     $345 ea.

Easily roll your sled to different practice 
locations or for storage. Wheels are 8", 
foam-filled, and will never go flat.

#410641      170 lbs.     $445 each

Trains blockers to maintain surface contact. 
Brings a new level of realism to drilling. Fits 
existing LEV and MOD Sleds.

#410379      11 lbs.      $145 ea. 
SAVE Three or more $140 each

Allows you to watch the drive 
and technique of each player as 
he drills on the MOD Sled. Also 
adds weight to increase players' 
leg drive. 

#411309      58 lbs.      $325

Easily convert any MOD Unit into 
a 1-man sled with these optional 
outriggers.

#402729      110 lbs.      $565

ACCESSORIES

14 800-457-5337  |  www.RogersAthletic.com



1-MAN MOD SLED

MOD SLED ADD-ON UNIT

#411301 $1265

or two annual payments of $633

Pivoting Pad Adapter (1) ADD $145 
Stainless Steel Skins (1) ADD $345

324 lbs.   4'w

#410614 $1175

Pivoting Pad Adapter (1) ADD $145 
Stainless Steel Skins (1) ADD $345

260 lbs.   7'w

Includes complete MOD Runner, 
connection link, and choice of pad.

PAD OPTIONS
SLED PRICING

2-MAN MOD SLED #411302 $2185

or two annual payments of $1093

Wheel Kit (2) ADD $890 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (2) ADD $290 
Stainless Steel Skins (2) ADD $690

487 lbs.   5'w

3-MAN MOD SLED #411303 $3095

or two annual payments of $1548

Wheel Kit (2) ADD $890 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (3) ADD $420 
Stainless Steel Skins (3) ADD $1035

745 lbs.   9.5'w

4-MAN MOD SLED #411304 $4075

or two annual payments of $2038

Wheel Kit (3) ADD $1335 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (4) ADD $560 
Stainless Steel Skins (4) ADD $1380

1009 lbs.   14'w

5-MAN MOD SLED #411305 $5055

or two annual payments of $2528

Wheel Kit (4) ADD $1780 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (5) ADD $700 
Stainless Steel Skins (5) ADD $1725

1276 lbs.   18.5'w

6-MAN MOD SLED #411306 $6035

or two annual payments of $3018

Wheel Kit (5) ADD $2225 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (6) ADD $840 
Stainless Steel Skins (6) ADD $2070

1537 lbs.   23'w

7-MAN MOD SLED #411307 $7015

or two annual payments of $3508

Wheel Kit (6) ADD $2670 
Pivoting Pad Adapter (7) ADD $980 
Stainless Steel Skins (7) ADD $2415

1801 lbs.   27.5'w

H Specify pad style that simulates your favorite drills.

H Standard colors shown. Other colors available upon request.  
Call for availability and additional pricing.

MINI T-PAD

SURGE HANDS CAVITYSHOCK HANDS CAVITY

SURGE

SURGE

#411516   $375
llllllllllllllll

#411515   $375
llllllllllllllll

COMING SOON

0% FINANCING  
ON SOME OF OUR MOST POPULAR EQUIPMENT*  

CALL FOR MORE INFO.   
*Minimum order value required for multi-year plans.

Shock 
#410431      $375
llllllllllllllll

Versatile  
Multi-Gap Pad
#411526      $365
llllll

T-Pad
#410078      $375
llllll

Surge 
#410292      $375
llllllllllllllll

Elite Body Pad
#411527      $365
llllll

Mini T-Pad
#410806      $355
llllll

Big Bruiser 
#410077      $375
llllllllllllllll

A-Pad
#410081      $375
llllllllllll

BIG BLOCK

NEW NEW

Newly added to our most 
popular sled pads,  hand 
pocket aiming points,  to 
work grip and control when 
engaging the pad.
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• The Rogers PowerLine™ Sled will reward your players’ effort  
and dedication with game-winning proficiency. 

• Vary the pad angle — The PowerLine Sled allows you to vary  
the pad angle, pad height, and number of stations so you can  
run a variety of drills. Promotes fit – extension – finish, and  
keeps player low.

• Run through the sled for pass-rush and swim moves.

 
For more size specs, accessories, and product information go to www.RogersAthletic.com.

 POWERLINE  
SLED Practice Revolution
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 POWERLINE  
SLED



ACCESSORIES

HOW IT'S BUILT

COACHES PLATFORM

DOUBLE TEAM PAD

DOUBLE TEAM SLED

The optional Coach’s Platform 
allows you to watch the drive 
and technique of each player as 
he drills on the LEV Sled. It also 
adds weight to increase players' 
leg drive. 

#411309      58 lbs.      $325

Attaches to PowerLine sleds 
only.

l RED l BLUE 

#410366      55 lbs.      $385 

The extra-wide Double-Team pad 
is designed to the size of a 3X 
shoulder pad, giving players the 
opportunity to practice drills and 
develop skills used for a game-
time double-team strategy. Sled 
includes Coach’s Platform for 
close-up evaluation and extra 
weight.

l RED l BLUE 

#411108      275 lbs.      $1495 
or two annual payments of $748

www.RogersAthlet
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PAD-HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 
H Pad is held securely in place at your 

choice of two heights. 
H Pin makes it easy to install, change,  

and remove the pad for storage.

BAKED-ON FINISH
Baked-on powder-coated finish extends 
the life of your sled.

FLAT RUNNERS 
H Heavy-wall runner offers realistic 

resistance when sled is driven. 
H Flat runners are safe  

for artificial turf.

PAD-ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
H Choose one of three resting angles so 

the pad can best suit your drills.
H Lower the pad angle to practice goal-

line situations. 
H Raise the pad for larger players.

ENERGY ABSORBING SPRING
H High-tech energy-absorbing material 

responds to individual effort. 
H Springs are encased in metal for added 

safety.

LINK SYSTEM
H Vary drill routines by converting a 7-man into a 5-man and 2-man sled. 
H Purchase a smaller sled now and add additional drill stations later.
H Low profile link allows players to safely run a variety of drills  

between the pads. 
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POWERLINE SLED 
OUTRIGGERS

Easily convert any PowerLine 
Unit into a 1-man sled with these 
optional outriggers.

#411110      110 lbs.      $455
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1-MAN POWERLINE SLED

POWERLINE SLED  
ADD-ON UNIT

#411101 $1195

or two annual payments of $598

191 lbs.   4'w

#410616 $1265

200 lbs.   7'w

Includes complete PowerLine Runner, 
connection link, and choice of pad.

PAD OPTIONS
SLED PRICING

2-MAN POWERLINE SLED #411102 $1985

or two annual payments of $993

353 lbs.   5'w

3-MAN POWERLINE SLED #411103 $3005

or two annual payments of $1503

553 lbs.   9.5'w

4-MAN POWERLINE SLED #411104 $4015

or two annual payments of $2008

753 lbs.   14'w

5-MAN POWERLINE SLED #411105 $5015

or two annual payments of $2508

953 lbs.   18.5'w

6-MAN POWERLINE SLED #411106 $6005

or two annual payments of $3003

1151 lbs.   23'w

7-MAN POWERLINE SLED #411107 $6995

or two annual payments of $3498 
1335 lbs.   27.5'w

Great for teams running wing-T, 
double wing or a hybrid offense. 
Perfect for working on down 
blocking, shoulder forearm, or just 
coming off the ball low. This pad 
will help teach the muscle memory 
of staying low while engaging a 
defender. 
Curved Break  
Down Pad
#411514      $335
llllll

CURVED BREAK DOWN PAD

BIG BLOCK

H Specify pad style that simulates your favorite drills.

H Standard colors shown. Other colors available upon request.  
Call for availability and additional pricing.

0% FINANCING  
ON SOME OF OUR MOST POPULAR EQUIPMENT*  

CALL FOR MORE INFO.   
*Minimum order value required for multi-year plans.

Shock
#410440      $375
llllllllll

Big Bruiser 
#410082      $375
llllllllllllllll

Tall-T
#410083      $375
llllll

D-Pad 
#410085      $375
llll

Short-T
#410084      $375
llllll

NEW
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ISO Sled
The Sled for Linebackers

The ISO Sled’s pad is perpendicular to the ground because linebackers, 
defensive backs, and other defensive players have to defeat blocks at 
a different angle than down linemen. Now these players can develop 
proper shedding technique. 

Linebackers and DB’s can knock the pad back, throw the pad the 
opposite way from which the ball carrier commits, and finish the drill by 
accelerating to the ball. 
H The ISO Sled features the LEV Sled head, including its coil spring. The 

hit, compression, and recoil action simulates the opponent. 
H Push the spring in five inches or more and the player can lift the pad 

for leverage practice.
H Optional Pivoting Pad Adapter moves the pad left and right —  

training players to maintain contact and keep pressure on the 
opponent.

LEV Sled  
Offensive 
Angle

ISO Sled 
Defensive 
Angle

1-MAN ISO SLED #410471 $1475

or two annual payments of $738

335 lbs.

2-MAN ISO SLED #410472 $2445

or two annual payments of $1223

509 lbs.

PAD OPTIONS

Surge Hands Pad
#411516      $375 
llllllllllllllll
See Page 11 for more info

Surge Pad
#410292      $375 
llllllllllllllll

Shock Hands Pad
#411515      $375 
llllllllllllllll
See Page 11 for more info

Shock Pad
#410431      $375 
llllllllllllllll

SURGE

SURGE

NEW NEW
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Jenkins' 
Eagle Sled
H	The Jenkins’ Eagle Sled is excellent for teaching  

and practicing 1-gap and 2-gap techniques.
H	Side 1 incorporates the patented Pro Arm adjustable mount system 

allowing players to explode, press and knock-out the opponent. Great 
for emphasizing hitting on the rise and driving up to improve player 
explosiveness, lift, roll hips and extension.

H	Side 2 incorporates the Double-Action spring loaded arm to teach 
separation and release techniques from a blocker with resistance. 
Improve defensive hand techniques and speed.

H	Pad height and angles can be adjusted and locked.
H	Weight-horns included for added resistance.
H	Powder-coated steel sled built to last.

Patent #3684283

5 X 2 EAGLE SLED

2 X 2 EAGLE SLED

#W1115 $6935

1354 lbs.

#W1115-2 $4035

535 lbs.

SLED PRICING

PAD OPTIONS
Versatile Multi-Gap 
Pad
#W250      $335
llllll

Dual Shoulder Pad
#W252      $335
llllll

Drill players to read and react to the opponent. Train swatting, clubbing, 
or swiping away the extended arms of the blocker to mimic an offensive 
lineman’s reactions when his arm is pushed down. Great for indoor and 
outdoor use.

H	Trains players to read and react to the opponent.
H	The Trainer has two springs that let it turn just as an opponent would 

turn when the arm is pushed downward by a defensive lineman or 
linebacker rushing the quarterback.

H	Available with Portable Tire Mount or Ground Sleeve Post-mount.
H	Comes standard with Titan Pass pad in your choice of colors:     

l RED l BLUE l BLACK 

TITAN WITH TIRE MOUNT 
#410675      275 lbs.      $1615 
or two annual payments of $808

TITAN WITH POST AND 
GROUND SLEEVE MOUNT 
#410676      85 lbs.      $1385 
or two annual payments of $693

TITAN PASS RUSH TRAINER
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Double Action 
Pro Sled

1-MAN DOUBLE ACTION PRO SLED

2-MAN DOUBLE ACTION PRO SLED

3-MAN DOUBLE ACTION PRO SLED

5-MAN DOUBLE ACTION PRO SLED

4-MAN DOUBLE ACTION PRO SLED

6-MAN DOUBLE ACTION PRO SLED

7-MAN DOUBLE ACTION PRO SLED

#W701-1 $1604

433 lbs.

#W702-2 $2325

482 lbs.

#W703-3 $3385

817 lbs.

#W705-5 $5575

1233 lbs.

#W704-4 $4455

1042 lbs.

#W706-6 $6635

1440 lbs.

#W707-7 $7435

1684 lbs.

The ultimate tool to train explosive hip 
drive and full arm extension. 

H The Double-Action Pro Sled is an excellent training tool for teaching 
separation and release techniques from a blocker with resistance. 
Utilizing the unique double-action spring loaded arm allows players to 
reverse momentum prior to hitting on the rise. 

H Excellent for separation and pass-blocking drills.
H Great for teaching 3-point layout explosion.
H Drill quick punch compression.
H Allows players to explode, press and knock out the opponent.
H Pads can be set and locked in different positions for a variety of drills.
H Pin arms down to use as a drive sled.
H Coach’s platform and handle included.
H	Modular design allows you to vary station size and gives the ability to 

add units when needed. 
H Powder-coated steel sled built to last.
H Weight-horns included for increasing resistance.
H	All-purpose sled pad can be utilized as hand-held pad.

PAD OPTIONS

Body Pad
#W224      $295
llllll

Elite Body Pad
#W224-E      $335
llllll

Curved Break  
Down Pad
#W224-BD    $335
llllll

Versatile  
Multi-Gap Pad
#W250      $335
llllll

Dual Shoulder 
Pad
#W252      $335
llllll

Super Body Pad
#W227      $335
llllll

SLED PRICING
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Pro Sled
1-MAN PRO SLED

2-MAN PRO SLED

3-MAN PRO SLED

5-MAN PRO SLED

4-MAN PRO SLED

6-MAN PRO SLED

7-MAN PRO SLED

#W100 $1255

399 lbs.

#W200 $1995

460 lbs.

#W300 $2895

629 lbs.

#W500 $4905

973 lbs.

#W400 $3915

811 lbs.

#W600 $5705

1161 lbs.

#W700 $6585

1323 lbs.

The Pro Sled is the best tool to train  
hitting on the rise to take control of  
the line of scrimmage.

H Patented Pro Arm adjustable extension mount system emphasizes 
hitting on the rise and driving up with full arm extension. When 
contact is made, the sled hinges upward as force is applied. If he 
hits it on the rise, the mount arm extends upward and simulates an 
opponent being forced upright and backwards as in a true blocking 
situation.

H	Improves player explosiveness, hip roll and extension.
H	Allows the player to explode, press and knock out the opponent.
H	Pro Arm leaf-spring pad mounts simulate the lean of an opposing 

player.
H	Adjustable pad height positions
H	Modular design allows you to vary station size and gives the ability to 

add units when needed. 
H	Powder-coated steel sled built to last.
H	Weight-horns included for increasing resistance.
H	All-purpose sled pad can be utilized as hand-held pad.

RESISTANCE BAND KIT

Kit allows bands to be slid and 
fixed on top of arm to increase 
tension. Choose heavy or medium 
bands. 

#W41      3 lbs.      $85 
(choice of heavy or medium bands)

Heavy Band Pair 
#W41-15      1 lbs.      $35 
Medium Band Pair 
#W41-10      1 lbs.      $35

ACCESSORIES

SLED PRICING

SLED WHEEL KIT

Easily roll your sled to different 
practice locations or for storage. 
Wheels are foam-filled and will 
never go flat. Use two kits for a 
2 or 3-man sled, three kits for 
4-man, four kits for 5-man, five 
kits for 6-man, six kits for 7-man. 
Wheels are 8" diameter.

#410641      170 lbs.     $445 each

COACHES PLATFORM

The optional Coach’s Platform 
allows you to watch the drive 
and technique of each player as 
he drills on the LEV Sled. It also 
adds weight to increase players' 
leg drive. 

#411309      58 lbs.      $325
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POST MOUNT TRAINER

DOUBLE-SIDED, DOUBLE ACTION

DOUBLE ACTION

PRO POST MOUNT

RESISTANCE BAND KIT

#W710-2 $1885

306 lbs.

#W710 $1045

280 lbs.

#W1101 $1045

136 lbs.

#W41 $85

H	Practice basic offensive and defensive skills either indoors or 
outdoors with the post mount trainer.

H	The Double-Action Post Mount Trainer is excellent for separation and 
pass-blocking drills. The pads can be driven upwards when hit or the 
pad can be locked into one of four height positions.

H	The Pro Post Mount Trainer emphasizes hitting on the rise and 
driving up with full arm extension.

H	Buy extra ground mounts to reduce wear.
H	Train run through drills with no obstructions.

PAD OPTIONS

The Post Mount Trainer utilizes the same pad options as the  
Double Action Pro Sled. See our full list of pad options on page 22.

SHED BALL

Use the Rogers Athletic "Shed Ball" to drill defeating 
or countering cut blocks, an offensive line technique 
intended to knock a defender to the ground by taking out 
his legs. The knee high ball simulates a moving object 
coming to disrupt a defenders path to the ball carrier. 
Roll it at the legs of a defensive player, replicating the 
cut block. The defender then needs to react to the 
moving target with a bent knee position, shooting the 
hands out in front to stalemate the accelerating “Shed 
Ball” and quickly kick the feet back to keep the ball out 
of their legs and maintain balance, then continue to find 
the ball carrier.

The Shed Ball measures 28" in diameter. 

#411513     35 lbs.      Call for Pricing

COMING SOON
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THREE READ MACHINEZONE REACTOR

SHIVER SLED

Teach quick footwork by players on both sides of the ball. You roll the 
pad along a five-foot track while players master reaction skills. Our 
exclusive vertical action from the LEV-Sled head adds even more 
realism to your drills. 

H Defenders develop quick hands, hard strike, and fast-moving feet.
H Develop proficient lateral movement to disrupt a play or make a 

tackle.
H Pad glides on eight heavy-duty rollers.
H Height adjusts without tools in a 15"  

range.
H Platform base included.

ZONE REACTOR   
#410474      475 lbs.      $2425 
or two annual payments of $1213 

POST MOUNT AND GROUND SLEEVE   
#410678      279 lbs.      $2325
or two annual payments of $1163

H Teach defense to quickly take on blocks coming from different 
angles.

H Get game-day advantage by reacting fast to movement and 
shooting the hands quickly.

H Eliminates need for two live players on drill.
H 15" range height adjustment to best match size of players. 

Pad color:     
l RED l BLUE l NAVY  

Teach your defense to be the first with the hands inside, then to deliver 
the blow with shocking power using the heel of the hand. 
H Shuffle down and repeat the punch for maximum repetitions. 
H Drill a good solid punch technique on offense and especially when 

teaching slide protection. 
H The pad height adjusts from 42" to 54" to best suit the average  

height of your players. 
H Pad is 12" high by 10' long.  

SHIVER SLED   
#410377      695 lbs.      $3315 
or two annual payments of $1658

Pad color:
l RED l BLUE

THREE READ MACHINE   
#410476      385 lbs.      $2515 
or two annual payments of $1258

POST MOUNT AND  
GROUND SLEEVE   
#410677      225 lbs.      $2155 
or two annual payments of $1078

Coach triggers each 
pad independently to 
train player to react 
to movement.
Patent #6599206

PAD OPTIONS

Shock Pad 
#410431      $375
llllllllllllllll 

Surge Pad 
#410292     $375
 llllllllllllllll

SURGE
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POWERBLAST
The Total Team Trainer

FEATURES
• Develop better skills by keeping the feet apart, 

head up, eyes open, and shoulders low.

• Running backs can work on pumping the legs, 
covering the ball, and making the second effort.

• Train receivers to catch the ball and turn up field 
strong to add yardage to every catch.

ACCESSORIES

W/HANGING DUMMY
12 ARM 
#410458 776 LBS. $3605 
or two annual payments of $1803
16 ARM 
#410423 842 LBS. $4295 
or two annual payments of $2148    
20 ARM 
#410426 889 LBS. $5135 
or two annual payments of $2568

6 PAD 
#411518  $3305 
or two annual payments of $1653

8 PAD 
#411522  $4365 
or two annual payments of $2183

POWERBLAST™

12 ARM 
#410421 591 LBS. $2625 
or two annual payments of $1313
16 ARM 
#410422 657 LBS. $3255 
or two annual payments of $1628    
20 ARM 
#410424 704 LBS. $4115 
or two annual payments of $2058

6 PAD 
#411517   $2305 
or two annual payments of $1153

8 PAD 
#411521  $3345 
or two annual payments of $1673

W/2-MAN POWERLINE SLED
12 ARM 
#410414 775 LBS. $3605 
or two annual payments of $1803
16 ARM 
#410416 825 LBS. $4335 
or two annual payments of $2168    
20 ARM 
#410418 896 LBS. $4675 
or two annual payments of $2338

6 PAD 
#411519  $3405 
or two annual payments of $1703

8 PAD 
#411523  $3905 
or two annual payments of $1953

SPECIFY POWERLINE PAD AND COLOR (See Page 19)

W/HANGING DUMMY & 2-MAN POWERLINE SLED

16 ARM 
#410417 1010 LBS. $5115 
or two annual payments of $2558    
20 ARM 
#410419 1081 LBS. $5675 
or two annual payments of $2838

6 PAD 
#411520  $4915 
or two annual payments of $2458

8 PAD 
#411524  $5325 
or two annual payments of $2663

SPECIFY POWERLINE PAD AND COLOR (See Page 19)

POWERBLAST WHEEL KIT #410680 75 LBS. $565

HANGING DUMMY ATTACHMENT #410382  $1045

Patent #5888152

NEW PAD OPTION

Now choose from your choice of our 
traditional PowerBlast arms or our pad 
option previously found on the Rogers 
Power Runner.
 

l RED l BLUE l BLACK
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OPEN FIELD 
TACKLE
The Toughest Tackle

FEATURES
To safely practice the toughest tackle in football, 
run drills on our Open Field Tackle Machine. Improve 
your overall defense in a realistic way, using minimal 
practice time.
H	Correctly practicing the proper speed and angle during run-pursuit 

drills gives players the skills to stop the ball carrier on game day. 
H	Use the Open Field Tackle Machine for form tackling, wrap-up drills, 

and forearm shiver.
H	Offensively, you can work on pass blocking, shoulder and drive 

blocking, and leverage principles. Safely practice combination, cut, 
and stalk blocks.

H	Set the overhead tube lower at one end so players drive the dummy 
“up hill,” or leave level for repeated tackle drills. 

H	Large rollers provide years of smooth service. 
H	Overhead tube is galvanized steel for long-lasting,  

maintenance-free durability. 
H	Choose 50 lb or 80 lb hanging dummy (same outside dimensions).  

RETRO-FIT TROLLEY

ACCESSORIES

Upgrade older Open Field Tackle  
Machines with this Retro-Fit Trolley.

Rolls smoothly so dummy  
quickly reacts and travels  
fast. Simulates game  
speed. Included with  
new Open Field Tackle  
Machines. 

#410555      40 lbs.      $525

PAD OPTIONS
50# Hanging Dummy
#402268      $515 
llllllllll

80# Hanging Dummy
#410312      $515
llllllllll

OPEN FIELD TACKLE  
W/80 LB. DUMMY

OPEN FIELD TACKLE  
W/50 LB. DUMMY

#410359 $2675

or two annual payments of $1338

760 lbs.

#410403 $2675

or two annual payments of $1338 

730 lbs.

PRICING

The slope of the overhead tube can be adjusted by raising or lowering 
the ends.
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Get more reps for each player in a shorter period of time when 
practicing tackling on the Rogers Pop-up Tackle Sled. Practice engaging 
the sled at full speed, wrapping up, driving back, and tackling it to the 
ground.
H Once tackled to the ground, the sled rebounds to the hitting position, 

making it ready for the next player.
H Automotive-grade shock absorber within a coil spring retains the 

player’s impact with the pad in a more realistic way than with a leaf 
spring. 

H The sled’s on-field weight is 240 pounds, so extra weights or 
sandbags are not needed. 

H Includes your choice of Wrap-up Pad or Cylinder Pad in your color 
choice

POP-UP 
TACKLE SLED

Once tackled to the ground, the sled rebounds to the hitting position — ready for the next player.

RECOIL MECHANISM
Rogers’ exclusive automotive-grade 

shock absorber responds realistically 
and gives a better workout than the 

typical leaf spring.

FOAM RUBBER HOUSING
Foam rubber-wrapped 

housing protects players 
from moving metal parts.

Wrap, Drive, and Tackle

TACKLE SLED DRIVE BAR

ACCESSORIES

PAD OPTIONS

Turn your Rogers Tackle Sled into a 
year round training tool with the   drive 
bar attachment. Simply place the bar 
in the pad receptacle and the sled now 
becomes a “push/pull” sled for off 
season training. If you have a Rogers 
Tackle Sled, this is a good investment 
to year round training. 

#410290      16 lbs.      $165

WRAP UP

Wrap Up Pad
#410405      $405
llllll

Cylinder Pad
#410653      $395
llllll

POP-UP TACKLE SLED #410289 $1565

or two annual payments of $783

240 lbs.
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Run more players through your tackling station with the Pop-up Tackle 
Maker. Once tackled to the ground, it returns to the upright position in 
seconds, ready for the next player. 
H Increase the Tackle Maker’s resistance by adding weight plates from 

your weight room. Up to 100 pounds can be conveniently added using 
the built-in weight stack bar. 

H Baked-on powder-coated finish on the frame. 
H Tough, 18-ounce vinyl cover on the pad. 
H Includes pad in your choice of colors:     

l RED l BLUE

#410454      190 lbs.      $1365  
or two annual payments of $683

Patent #D466963 

H Safely coach as many repetitions as you need. 
H Offensive players can work on the lockout extension and punch 

technique, body positioning, while maintaining proper footwork 
throughout the duration of the pass set drill. 

H Safely have your defensive linemen practice the wrong shoulder 
technique when taking on a pulling lineman, defeating a trap or spilling 
a kick out block. 

H You can train two players at a time as well under the extended  
frame work.

H Defensively, you can strike the dummy physically, to keep separation 
find the ball and make an escape move to the right or left to get to the 
ball.

l RED l ORANGE l YELLOW  l GREEN  l BLUE

BIG BRUTUS — 80 LB. DUMMY   
#410817      261 lbs.      $2205 
or two annual payments of $1103

BIG BRUTUS  — 50 LB. DUMMY (FOR YOUTH)   
#410816      231 lbs.      $2195 
or two annual payments of $1098

BIG BRUTUS

VARSITY POP-UP TACKLE MAKER

REV TACKLE WHEEL

PROD # DIMENSIONS PRICE

EAGLE #410863 60"OD x 11" thick $505

HAWK #410862 52"OD x 11" thick $475

RAVEN #410861 48"OD x 10" thick $445

CARDINAL #410860 42"OD x 24"ID x 9" thick $335

FALCON #410859 36"OD x 22"ID x 8" thick $305

SPARROW #410858 28"OD x 14"ID x 8" thick $195

Use the REV Tackle Wheel in teaching shoulder leverage tackling. 
Drill by taking the head out of the game. Built with only the highest 
quality materials, the REV Tackle is available in a variety of sizes and 
colors for youth, middle school, high school, college and pro.

l RED	 l ORANGE l YELLOW l GREEN l BLUE	 l PURPLE  ll NAVY ll BLACK
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TRAP CHUTE
Defeat The D

FEATURES
• Linemen practice staying low, pulling, trapping, 

and executing combination schemes in the Trap 
Chute. 

• Free to move laterally but limited in height, the 
linemen learn to evade detection by defensive 
players.

• Run reps of short traps, long traps, kick-out 
blocks, counter schemes, picks, scoops, and 
double teams.

• Use the Trap Chute for standard chute drills 
and develop explosive take-offs and powerful 
offensive drives. 

Run tight formations with the entire offensive line and the wide 
receivers. The top of the steel tubes force players low – no matter 
their directional move.
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Rogers' Trap Chute adjusts to meet your training needs.

16' TRAP CHUTE

24' TRAP CHUTE

32' TRAP CHUTE

8' TRAP CHUTE ADD-ON SECTION

#410714        500 lbs. $1975

or two annual payments of $988

#410715        650 lbs. $2535

or two annual payments of $1268

#410716        800 lbs. $3045

or two annual payments of $1523

#410767        512 lbs. $705

or two annual payments of $353

TRAP CHUTE PRICING

EASY MOBILITY
Casters come standard 
on all Trap Chutes to 
allow for quick practice 
space conversion. 

5' WIDTH
Train lower longer.

ADJUSTABLE 
ANGLE

Unlimited angle 
adjustment from 0° 

to 90°.

ADJUSTABLE 
HEIGHT
Set the Trap Chute 
height and angle to best 
develop your players 
skills. Choose your 
height setting from 45” 
to 70”.

DURABLE FINISH
Powder-coated 

steel protects your 
investment.
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ZONE CHUTE
Stay Lower Longer

16' ZONE CHUTE

24' ZONE CHUTE

32' ZONE CHUTE

40' ZONE CHUTE

#410721        512 lbs. $2175

or two annual payments of $1088

#410722        664 lbs. $2755

or two annual payments of $1378

#410723        812 lbs. $3365

or two annual payments of $1683

#410724        964 lbs. $4255

or two annual payments of $2128

ZONE CHUTE PRICING

(All Zone Chutes are 8' deep)

FEATURES
• The Zone Chute is Rogers' largest - which means 

more athletes and more reps.

• Train all three phases of the game.

• Easily and quickly adjust the angle and height to 
better train your players.

The Zone Chute gives coaches the advantage of teaching players 
to stay lower longer. Its large size allows you to train more players in 
less time, and the unlimited angle adjustments give you the greatest 
flexibility for training.
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Rogers' Trap Chute adjusts to meet your training needs.

LARGE SIZE
8’ wide x up to 40’ long.

EASY MOBILITY
Casters come standard 

on all Zone Chutes to 
allow for quick practice 

space conversion. 

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
Quickly and easily adjust 
angle and height to meet 
your training needs.

DURABLE FINISH
Powder-coated steel 
protects your investment.

8' WIDTH
Train lower longer.
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MOBILITY CHUTE
Train Low, Play Low

10' MOBILITY CHUTE

20' MOBILITY CHUTE

#410475        190 lbs. $1355

or two annual payments of $678

#410537        230 lbs. $2315

or two annual payments of $1158

MOBILITY CHUTE PRICINGFEATURES
• Practice staying low in football position for longer 

distances.

• Maximize practice time as wide area allows 
coaches to cycle through many players with lots  
of repetitions.

• Mesh top allows you to run full speed drills with 
greater safety.

• Adjust pitch of chute top to start low and rise 
through.

Teach your players to be in a good football hitting position, maintain 
balance, keep a good pad level, and stay low on redirection drills four 
different ways. The large, 10' x 10' size keeps players low longer than 
other chutes. Adjust the height from 40" to 69" to best challenge your 
players. Mesh top will not scratch helmets. Chute comes with four six-
inch casters for easy repositioning.

The Mobility Chute helps you simulate more realistic movement with 
low pad level. For the DBs, consider drills such as backpedal with angle 
breaks for speed and backpedal with a downhill break for tempo. The O-
line can practice lateral slides; D-line practices stunts and angle steps. 
All players can work on agility with bent knees and eyes up, stepping 
over an Agile 1 dummy. Work stalk drills with the wide receivers and 
defensive backs. 

For more size, specs, accessories, and product information go to  
www.RogersAthletic.com.

MESH TOP
Will not scratch 
helmets. 

HEAVY-DUTY CASTERS 
Make repositioning chute easy.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 
Adjusts from 40" to 69" to 
best challenge your players.

ROGERS T-BOARD SET

H	The Board’s beveled edges minimize the risk of sprains and 
bruises. 

H	Solid, rubber-like Boards won’t warp or splinter. 
H	Heavy enough that they stay in place and don’t need  

straightening after each drill. 
The T-Board helps players maintain their balance by not over 
striding on the first step, and to lift – not drag – their foot on the 
second step, creating a stronger, more balanced blocking base. 

T-BOARD SET
T-Section: 2.25"H x 7.5"W x 42"L. 
The Board: 2.25"H x 12"W  x 8'L

#410265      36 lbs.      $265 
SAVE on a set of five $1275

THE BOARD 
2.25"H x 12"W x 8'L

#410105      25 lbs.      $215 
SAVE on a set of five $1025
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SPEED CHUTE

OKLAHOMA CHUTE

ADD-ON  
UNIT #410011 75 lbs. $515

1-MAN #410149 105 lbs. $565 
or two annual payments of $283

2-MAN #410150 180 lbs. $1015 
or two annual payments of $508

3-MAN #410151 255 lbs. $1385 
or two annual payments of $693

4-MAN #410152 330 lbs. $1685 
or two annual payments of $843

5-MAN #410153 405 lbs. $2015 
or two annual payments of $1008

6-MAN #410257 480 lbs. $2285 
or two annual payments of $1143

7-MAN #410258 555 lbs. $2525 
or two annual payments of $1263

ADD-ON  
UNIT #410346 60 lbs. $425

1-MAN #410107 75 lbs. $455 
or two annual payments of $228 

2-MAN #410108 135 lbs. $685 
or two annual payments of $343

3-MAN #410109 195 lbs. $955 
or two annual payments of $478

4-MAN #410110 255 lbs. $1185 
or two annual payments of $593

5-MAN #410111 315 lbs. $1435 
or two annual payments of $718

6-MAN #410259 375 lbs. $1575 
or two annual payments of $788

7-MAN #410260 408 lbs. $1765 
or two annual payments of $883

Work on firing off the line and proper hitting, then climb and drive 
halfway through the drill. Head is up through the entire drill without the 
danger of bumping into a crossbar.

Eliminate the tendency players have to drop their chin during chute 
drills. The Speed Chute’s unique arched tubing is designed to keep 
player’s shoulders low yet allowing their heads to be unrestricted.

Drills with the Oklahoma Chute™ will help players become proficient 
in yardage-gaining skills. Coach each player to start with a balanced 
stance, hands and elbows in position, and head up. 

The overhead tubing keeps players low while firing off the line and 
allows them to raise and drive after the initial steps. In addition, the 
Oklahoma Chute is ideal for man-on-man blocking.

SPEED CHUTE COMBO  
PACKAGE
Includes chute, dummies,  
and boards. 
#410373      685 lbs.      $4045 
or two annual payments of $2023

OKLAHOMA CHUTE  
COMBO PACKAGE
Includes chute, dummies,  
and boards. 
#410488      740 lbs.      $3765 
or two annual payments of $1883
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TITAN POP-UP

SCOUT POP-UP

Coming to its “feet” after every 
hit, this rugged pop-up willingly 
stands as a proxy on the scout 
team. Frees players from holding 
or righting standard dummies. 
Foam filled and does not hold 
water. No assembly required. 
60" tall. One-year warranty.

#410277      122 lbs.      $575 
SAVE on set of four $2140

l RED l GREEN   

l BLUE l NAVY

Utilize hip and torso aiming 
points to teach proper technique 
on this tall pop-up. Receivers 
practice release moves. Foam 
filled and does not hold water. 
No assembly required. 72" tall. 
One-year warranty.

#410341      130 lbs.      $665   
SAVE on set of four $2500

l RED l GREEN   

l BLUE l NAVY
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SKELLY ARMS

DUMMY CADDY

BIG SAM POP-UP

RIP ARMS

QB ARMS

Dual raised front arms turn your pop-
up into a defensive front allowing you 
to set-up pass skeleton drills. Teach 
the quarterback to find a passing 
lane. Attach a football (not included) 
with Velcro™ on the top for strip drills. 
Optional arms buckle easily and 
securely. Dummy not included.

#410647      3 lbs.      $155

l RED l GREEN   

l BLUE l NAVY

Have players practice the rip or 
swim. Incorporate a ball in the drill 
and work on recovering a fumble or 
scoop and score. Attach a football 
(not included) with Velcro™. Arms 
buckle on easily and securely. 6”dia. 
x 20”long. Dummy not included.

#410413      3 lbs.      $135

l RED l GREEN   

l BLUE l NAVY

The raised arm simulates the QB in 
the pocket ready to throw a pass. 
Teach stripping the ball in the open 
field or from behind on a breakaway 
run. Simulate the ball carrier by 
attaching a football (not included) 
with Velcro™. Optional arms buckle on 
easily and securely. 6”dia. x 20”long. 
Dummy not included.

#410412      3 lbs.      $135

l RED l GREEN   

l BLUE l NAVY

Transport your Titan and Scout 
from storage to the practice 
field easily. Large pneumatic 
wheels glide easily over grass 
and turf.

#410660      30 lbs.      $145

The ultimate tool for improving blocking, tackling, and bringing down 
and opponent, the Big Sam Pop-Up is perfect for high reputation 
drills.

Free player and coaches from holding the bag upright. Can be used 
by every position for tackling or blocking. Will pop up from any angle.

#W378      150 lbs.      $635
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DELAWARE PRO

BIG BLOCK BIG BLOCK PRO

HALF ROUND

If you need to prepare for larger  
players, this 6’ 80 lb Delaware Pro is  
just like larger players. You can practice all the 
blocking and tackling moves, dummy will stand by 
itself for drills. 72”h x 18”dia.

#410636      80 lbs.      $455 
SAVE on set of four $1740

l RED l YELLOW  

l BLUE l NAVY

This popular, dual-purpose dummy has three 
double-stitched handles for blocking drills – 
and it lays flat for step-over drills. 14"w x 52"h, 
(7"radius.)

Half Round dummy doubles for step-over drills.

#410261      7 lbs.      $155 
SAVE on set of six $870

l RED  l ORANGE  l YELLOW  

l GREEN l BLUE l NAVY

With an extra six inches in height, the Big Block 
Pro measures up for pro and college team 
practices. Molded foam core retains shape and 
lasts longer. 20”w x 58”h 

#410089      25 lbs.      $275    
SAVE on set of six $1590

l RED  l YELLOW l BLUE

The original pro-look stand up designed by 
Football Hall of Fame’s Joe Schmidt. Large upper 
blocking surface facilitates practicing zone 
schemes and lock-out and drive blocks. Use the 
cylindrical bottom to drill crab, cut and diagonal 
blocking. Molded foam core retains shape and 
lasts longer. 20”w x 52”h

#410088      22 lbs.      $255 
SAVE on set of six $1470

l RED l ORANGE l YELLOW l GREEN 

l BLUE l NAVY l PURPLE

Patent #3,680,861
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Excellent for a variety of blocking and form-
tackling drills or lay it on the ground as a step-over 
bag. Stack them up for practicing special teams. 
14"square x 52"h

#410168      18 lbs.      $225 
SAVE on set of six $1230

l RED l YELLOW 

l BLUE l NAVY

RUGGED ROUND RUGGED TTHE BULK

A must for teams using the Wing T. The Heavy 
T’s additional weight is useful in crab, cross and 
trap blocking as well as for chute and board drills. 
Shaped to teach all modern styles of blocking. 
Molded foam core retains shape  
and lasts longer. 20"w x 52"h

#410262      45 lbs.      $235 
SAVE on set of six $1290

l RED l BLUE 

Wing T and Veer team players deliver the hard 
charge of a down-blocking lineman or a power 
inside trap on the Delaware Dummy. With its 
heavy, weighted bottom, this dummy offers 
great protection and won’t kick out. Ideal to fit on 
the shoulder and forearm to deliver the blocks 
designed for these offensive schemes.  
51"h x 18"dia

#410451      50 lbs.      $335 
SAVE on set of four $1300

l RED l BLUE l NAVY     

RUGGED SQUARE DELAWARE HEAVY T

The look of a player and the weight to back it 
up! Practice pass-set and drill jam and lock-out 
blocks. Build leg strength and drive technique. 
Run board drills and blocking progression. Teach 
combination, down, base, and load blocks. Good 
for double-team drills, too. 27"w x 60"h x 14"d

#410352  90 lbs.      $355 
SAVE on set of four $1340

l RED l GREEN 

l BLUE l NAVY

Similar to any standard dummy – except this one 
has the Rogers heavy-duty bottom with a three-
year warranty. 52"h x 14"dia

#410099      10 lbs.      $165 
SAVE on set of four $620  

l RED l NAVY

A favorite for scramble blocking, pass blocking, 
and shoulder progression drills. 20"w x 52"h

#410090  19 lbs.      $215 
SAVE on set of six $1170

l RED l BLUE
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PACKER SHIELD

MULTI GAP SHIELD ELITE BODY HANDS SHIELD NEW

LIL' TSTRIKE SHIELD

STUNT SHIELD

This is the first 3-dimensional hand shield on the 
market that features a secondary pad on top of 
protective pad simulating a shoulder pad breast 
plate just like a live player would have for aiming 
points for hand placement.

#410639      4 lbs.      $215 
SAVE on set of four $780

l RED  l BLUE  l NAVY

With the emphasis on tight hands inside first, 
the Strike Shield has aiming points designed for 
offensive and defensive drills. Teach a hard punch 
to shock the linemen across from you and make a 
release move.

#410439      5 lbs.      $165 
SAVE on set of six $930

l RED l ORANGE l YELLOW  

l GREEN  l BLUE l NAVY

With three handles to secure the pad, this 
lightweight, economical shield is ideal for 
scrimmaging, arch blocking, tackling and contact 
drills. 20"w x 30"h x 4"d

#410094      4 lbs.      $145 
SAVE on set of six $750 
SAVE on set of ten $1150

l RED l ORANGE  l YELLOW  

l GREEN l BLUE

Drill the lock-out technique and drive block with 
your O-lineman. Practice rip moves, swim moves, 
bull rush, separation, and leverage, with the 
D-lineman and linebackers. 

Three handles; 32"w x 36"h x 4"d

#410122      5 lbs.      $165 
SAVE on set of six $930 
SAVE on set of ten $1450

l RED l ORANGE l YELLOW  

l GREEN  l BLUE l NAVY

One of the most popular defensive sled 
pads is now a hand shield. This shield 
features three handles, a sternum roll 
for hand placement, and longer arms for 
aiming points for defenders to practice rip 
moves. Use with defensive backs as well 
when being stalked. Offensively has all the 
aiming points. Sternum acts as a breast 
plate of shoulder pad, and arm pits for 
thumbs up.

#411503      7 lbs.      $175

l RED l GREEN  l BLUE  

l NAVY l PURPLE l BLACK

This new design, features the “sternum roll” 
for practicing hand placement. Made for 
both offensive and defensive players, drill 
your lineman safely in practice keeping the 
hands inside the shoulders to avoid holding 
penalties. Three handle design used for all 
your zone blocking, chute and board drills.
 
#411502      6 lbs.      $165

l RED l GREEN  l BLUE  

l NAVY l PURPLE l BLACK

NEW
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SWEEP SHIELD

SCOOP SHIELD

ARM FLIPPERSNO-HANDS PAD

BULLET ARMS

Protect players as they learn to react to 
one-on-one movement. Three handles 
facilitate realistic movement by the holder. 
Premium thickness, at 5.5", provides extra 
safety and wear. 20"w x 30"h x 5.5"d

#410470      6 lbs.      $135 
SAVE on set of six $750

l RED l GREEN  

l BLUE l NAVY  

Slight curve in the Scoop Shield helps 
players maintain a low fit and develop 
proper leverage. Three handles facilitate 
realistic movement by the holder. 20"w x 
32"h x 4"d

#410460      5 lbs.      $135 
SAVE on set of six $750

l RED l BLUE l NAVY

These one-size fits-all arm shields 
minimize danger to the running 
backs, by protecting arms, hands and 
knuckles in scrimmages.

#410101      3 lbs.      $105/pair 
SAVE on set of six $570 
SAVE on set of ten $850

l RED  l ORANGE  l YELLOW 

l GREEN l BLUE 

The No Hands Pad offers a safe way 
to practice as a scout team player. 
It offers an aiming point to shoot 
the hands or to improve blocking 
techniques.

#410713      5 lbs.      $145 
SAVE on a set of six $810

l RED l BLUE    

l NAVY l BLACK

Simulate live movement safely with 
cylindrical arm pad. Coach slides 
arm inside the fully encased pad to 
practice escape, karate, and all hand 
combat moves using live motions. 

#410638      3 lbs.      $115/each 
SAVE on set of four $380

l RED

HANDS PAD

BICEP FLIPPERS

LIL' BLOCK

The patented Hands Pad was created by a winning line coach to give the most 
realistic training pad in football today. The Hands Pad side pockets allow the 
lineman to latch on to the pad with his fingertips just as if it were shoulder 
pads. Use it in board drills, chute drills and live scout drills.

#410655      6 lbs.      $205 
SAVE on a set of six $1110

l RED l BLUE l NAVY Patent #7056238

The ultimate in forearm and bicep 
protection. Two Velcro™ straps and 
a hand grip provide staying power 
during aggressive drills.

#410102      5 lbs.      $125/pair 
SAVE on set of six $630

l YELLOW 

Similar to the design of the Big Block 
stand up dummy, the Rogers Lil’ 
Block is perfect for heavy-contact 
quick drills. 
20"w x 28"h x 9"d

#410093      11 lbs.      $185  
SAVE on set of six $990  
SAVE on set of ten $1550

Patent #3680861

l RED  l ORANGE   

l YELLOW l GREEN 

l BLUE  l NAVY
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AGILES
Improve quickness, agility, balance  
and coordination. Don’t miss a step.

AGILE 1 AGILE 2 6" AGILE

Train powerful and quick feet for explosive 
footwork. The quicker your feet, the more 
power you will have on the field. 
6”h x 13-1/2”w x 47”l   

#410725      9 lbs.      $135 
SAVE on a set of six $750

l RED l BLUE l BLACK

Agile 1’s slanted sides and urethane foam 
core safely builds confidence to play over 
traffic without looking at feet. Wide base 
eliminates repositioning after every drill.  
7-7/8”h x 18”w x 50”l.

#410103      8 lbs.      $145 
SAVE on a set of six $810 

l RED  l ORANGE  l YELLOW l GREEN 

l BLUE  l NAVY  l PURPLE

Similar to the Agile 1 but with extra 
height to promote high-stepping agility. 
Recommended for pro and college teams. 
11-5/8”h x 18”w x 50”l.

#410104      9 lbs.      $175 
SAVE on a set of six $930

l RED l BLUE  

CUSTOM PRINTED AGILES

Improve the look of your practice with institutional 
logo Agiles from Rogers. Let our design team take 
your logo or team slogan and print it on one of our 
most popular practice products used daily by teams 
across America. Keep the message and team spirit 
alive while getting ready for the next game.

#450018      8 lbs.      Call for Pricing
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RUNNING ROPES AGILITY LADDER

CONES

Bright, one-piece PVC Cones 
mark set points and player 
positions. Fade and heat 
resistant. Choice of three sizes.

6” CONES      #410667 
Set of 10 5 lbs. $50 
Set of 20 10 lbs. $95

12” CONES      #410278 
Set of 10 10 lbs.  $65 
Set of 20 20 lbs. $125

18” CONES      #410279 
Set of 10 30 lbs. $90 
Set of 20 60 lbs. $175

SCRIMMAGE VESTS SCRIMMAGE CAPS

DISKS

ORANGE DOTS

Set of twelve non slip 9" dots for 
indoor and outdoor agility drills. 
Available as a package of 6 multi-
color pairs, or all orange.

#410804      3 lbs.      $45

Get ready for your opponents at 
practice with these light 
weight, breathable 
Scrimmage Vests. 
Get the scout team up 
and running or use to 
identify offense from the 
defense. One size fits all 
with elastic straps to keep 
secure to the body. Works well 
with live contact practices.  

       
#410990       $13 ea

Get your scout or special teams identified, or designate players you 
don't want engaged in live contact with these multi-colored caps. 
Easy on and off with lycra stretch material fitting over any helmet. 
Also great at protecting helmet finishes.   

#410991      $7 ea

The Dots are great to set drop zones 
for Line Backers, for Receivers to 
mark routes.
12” DOTS       
#410961       2 lbs.      $9 ea.
19” DOTS       
#410962      3 lbs. $25 ea.

Rogers has enhanced the basic tool to condition and train the hard-
driving knee action needed for backs and ends. The webbing easily 
adjusts in height from 7” to 17.” The safety frame features curved 
uprights at the corners, flat-channel steel end braces, and no cross 
braces in the running area. 44”w x 220”l. Can be shipped via UPS.

#410450      69 lbs.      $485

ADDITIONAL ROPES 
#400891      2 lbs.      $185

Keeping the feet close to the 
ground, players improve speed 
and balance. Stiff PVC rungs 
attached to webbing make 18 
stepping areas. Unbuckle the 
30’ Ladder into two 15’ sections 
to vary the drills. Lays in place 
indoors or out. Folds compactly 
for storage. Nylon carry bag 
included. 30’l x 20”w

#410464      8 lbs.      $105
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EQUIPMENT BAGS

SPACER CANSCOACH'S COMMAND TOWER

QUICK SNAP A

AGILITY CIRCLE B

Carry practice gear to the field 
or for travel games. Keep all the 
right pads and uniform for a 
player together. Includes plastic 
sleeve to identify contents. Vinyl 
bag - 16”h x 16”l x 27”d. Mesh 
bag - 16”d x 36”l.

VINYL EQUIPMENT BAG   
#410669      3 lbs.      $75

SCREEN CHARGE 
$40 for one color (6 bag minimum)

MESH EQUIPMENT BAG   
(NOT SHOWN)
#410670      2 lbs.      $85

Set up a front or formation using both width and depth without 
having to use players to simulate the look with Spacer Cans. Travel 
with cans to run through plays on the road. Cans include a handle on 
top & stack for storage. 30"H x 21"dia; black.

#410469      48 lbs.      $95/each 
SAVE on set of four $340

Multiple vinyl colors available.  
Call for options.

The 6.5' height of the Command Tower allows coaches to oversee 
the entire practice and the generous 4'x 8' platform provides 
sufficient room. Snap together design is easy to assemble without 
tools. Easily breaks down for compact storage. 12.5'w x 6.5'h. 

#360168      486 lbs.      $3395  
or two annual payments of $1698

Allows coach to concentrate on watching 
the line while simulating snapping the ball to 
ensure players get off the line with the ball’s 
movement. Pole adjusts from 3 - 6 feet.

#410648      6 lbs.      $105

Train live game quickness for all team 
members and teach the rushing defensive 
end to arch to the quarterback. 10’ 6” diameter 
circle. Now features a new and improved 
design.

#410661      3 lb.      $95

A

B

NEW DESIGN!
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BASIC SCRIMMAGE LINE

One-sided guide for line-of-scrimmage spacing. Player space 30”  
and splits 30” (C-G), 30” (G-T) and 36” (T-E). Overall dimensions  
10"w x 34’ 6"l

#410174      18 lbs.      $215

O/D SCRIMMAGE LINE

Eliminates using live players 
as markers. Sleeves slide to 
simulate your opponent’s front 
look. Two-sided visual reference 
– offense on one side, defense 
on the other. Blue and gold. 
Player space 30"; 6"w x 37'l.

#410343      22 lbs.      $275

LANDING MAT

Facilitate numerous repetitions of punt and 
kick blocking, receiving drills, and running back 
drills. Covered with  durable 18-ounce vinyl-
coated nylon. (Not for high jump pit.)

l RED l ORANGE l YELLOW 

l GREEN l BLUE l NAVY

 

12" LANDING MAT
6’w x 12”h x 10’l 
#410196      145 lbs.      $855

28" LANDING MAT
6’w x 28”h x 10’l 
#410786      333 lbs.      $1445
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JUGS® FOOTBALL  
THROWING MACHINE

JUGS® FIELD GENERAL FOOTBALL 
THROWING MACHINE

It’s lightweight and portable — weighing less than 95 lbs. It also 
comes with its own transport wheel, making it easy to move to any 
spot on your practice field. The Field General throws accurately up to 
50 yards, allowing you to hit receivers in stride. You can also include 
both punt and punt return drills with the 5 second hang time.

#410635      98 lbs.      $2495

Turn good receivers into great ones with plenty of catching practice. 
“Passing” or “kicking” up to 600 balls per hour, the JUGS® Football 
Throwing Machine helps players develop greater expertise in 
catching the football — without wearing out your quarterback’s arm. 
Have receivers run routes or run to a spot and get rep after rep. You 
control the velocity and direction of the pass or kick. Used by all NFL 
teams and over 25% of all high school programs. Runs on 120-volt 
electricity.

#410355      129 lbs.      $2875

ROGERS THROWING MACHINE CART

Towing
Pull the Rogers Cart  
to the practice location 
with a field vehicle. 

Additional Hand grip
Steer through tight locations.

BALL STORAGE BIN
One included with purchase 

of a Rogers Cart.

Swivelling  
turret head
Diversify receiving drills 
by aiming the ball to 
different locations.

Generator space
Allows the machine to be 
used anywhere regardless 
of the availability of power.

Electrical  
cord storage
(Cord not included.)

Ease of use
Work the machine while 
standing comfortably on the 
ground — no need to bend 
over or stand on the cart 
itself.

#410550      182 lbs.      $1015

ADDITIONAL BALL BIN 
#405206      10 lbs.      $95
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STADIUM PRO® UTILITY CARTAERIAL ATTACK

SNAP ATTACK

Large foam filled locking casters provide 
a stable, reliable base, while its slightly 
raised platform lip prevents items 
from sliding off. Slotted areas allow for 
accessory brackets and restraining strap 
attachments, which is a real benefit over 
another cart designs. It can be hand-
pulled or towed, and folds easily for 
compact storage. The baked-on finish will 
help your investment last for years.

#360160      340 lbs.      $1665

Please note the Stadium Pro Utility Cart is designed to be 
used only on grass/turf and should not exceed speeds of 
more than 5 mph.

Introducing the Aerial Attack Football machine that is designed 
for football programs on a tight budget. This unit will deliver 
right-footed deep spiral punts that turn over as well as end-
over-end kick-offs for coverage 
and return practice. Plus… it 
throws both long and short 
passes for receiving and 
defensive drills. The machine 
pivots in any direction to 
challenge the defensive 
coverage or to instantly throw 
to an exact location. 

Now all programs can afford to 
practice like the pros and make 
the most of every practice.

#410923      150 lbs.      $2995

Run more drills with greater precision and speed. Train Snap, Pass 
and Kick with one-machine. Two high-powered motors provide 
instant recovery, allowing rapid repetition and combination of drills. 
Universal cradle positions the ball for either passing, punting, 
snapping or kick-offs.
H	No second cradle required for kick-off.
H	Passing stand allows throwing head to pivot instantly in any 

direction, accurately throwing passes, punts and kick-offs to any 
location on the field. Operators can lead receivers, spot punts 
or kick-offs precisely for both returns and coverage. Elevation 
changes are quick and easy. Machine can also be locked in for 
precise repetition. 

H	Solid guarded wheels are specially-designed for minimal wear and 
last the life of the machine with no need for pressure changes.

H	Unit quickly moves on and off field; just tilt it, unsocket legs and 
easily roll it on two transporting wheels. 

H	No assembly is required. Unit arrives fully assembled  
and ready for your immediate use.

H	No waiting for wheels to come back  
up to speed.

#410703      118 lbs.      $3995

 
ATTACHMENT ADAPTOR  
FOR ROGERS THROWING  
MACHINE CART
#409039       $215
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COMBO PASSING TRAINER

THREE NETS IN ONE! Drop in net to sharpen 
fade routes. Target Net adjusts in height for 
variable targets. Raise the height for high-
release training. Full floor for transporting 
balls, practice gear and training needs. 
Hitch for towing and a handle for one 
person positioning. Hitch ball to create 
“train” of trailers. Tires are foam filled for 
“Never Flat” technology.

#410621      $1985 
or two annual payments of $993

TARGET NET

QBs loosen up and hone their throwing 
mechanics. Throw to different heights, from 
different angles, and to different spots. Three 
pockets; 18'6"w x 12'h

#410392  11 lbs.      $495
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CATCH RIGHT BALLS

POWER TOSS FOOTBALL

BULLET STICK

Anchor the rugged shock cord 
to any stationary object or 
eight station stand and when 
ball is thrown it is immediately 
snapped back to the thrower, 
helping develop concentration 
and hand-eye coordination.

EIGHT STATION STAND
(includes 8 balls)  
#410672      $665/each

CATCH RIGHT BALLS
#410671      $55/each

Patent #5611532

Improve arm and grip strength with our 
weighted footballs. Available in 2 lb. and 3 
lb. sizes.

2 lbs.      #410498      $45 
3 lbs.      #410499      $50

Teach players strong ball control and win 
the turnover battle. Foam pad on long 
handle keeps coach from interfering with 
drill.

#410780      9 lbs.      $135

l BLACK	 l RED l BLUE

HIGHandTIGHT FOOTBALL

The HnTv1 teaching football is the only 3-in-1 
ball of its kind in the world.  This patented 
football includes a slippery exterior, added 
weight and most importantly gives the user 
instant audible feedback (A BEEP) when they 
are holding the football correctly, high and 
TIGHT.  The ball works with all levels of players 
and all styles of offense from the pro-style 
against their chest to wing-T carry with two 
hands over the ball.  This ball will give instant 
audible feed back when it is done correctly and 
help you create habits that win games. 

Don't just PREACH HIGHandTIGHT, you can 
now TEACH HIGHandTIGHT with these balls. 

HS / COLLEGE SIZE
#410959      1.6 lbs.      $125

YOUTH / MS SIZE
#410960      1.6 lbs.      $125

Train ball carriers to keep center of gravity 
and pad level low to break tackles, plant 
and make the cut after clearing the line.  

#410864      12 lbs.      $285
SAVE on 4 or more  $275 each

ROGERS ATTACK ARCH™

Teach players to increase ball security 
by trying to strip the ball carrier of the 
ball using push/pull methods. Use in 
conjunction with pop-up dummies for 
defensive strip drills. To use, deflate your 
football (not included), put it in the Strap 
then re-inflate.

#403040      1 lb.      $65

FUMBLE STRAP

QB DISRUPTER

Work one-on-one with QB on being attacked 
and putting pressure on QB safely, with the 
disrupter. Wave in QB’s sight line, bump 
and prod his arm, to maintain ball security, 
simulating a defender swiping at the ball to 
knock it away, apply pressure on legs, back 
an hip while in throwing motion for QB to 
stay composed and focused down field.

#411504      5 lbs.      $135

l BLACK	 l RED l BLUE

NEW
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Stadium High School Goal Posts Stadium College Goal Posts

UPRIGHTS COLOR OFFSET GOOSENECK
CROSSBAR &  

UPRIGHTS 23' 4" CROSSBAR (High School) 18' 6" CROSSBAR (College & Pro)

20' White 
Optic Yellow 6' Steel Aluminum #411507      1417 LBS.      $6400/pair 

or two annual payments of $3200/pair
#411506      1397 LBS.      $6300/pair 
or two annual payments of $3150/pair

20' White 
Optic Yellow 8' Steel Aluminum #411505      1489 LBS.      $7300/pair 

or two annual payments of $3650/pair
#411508      1469 LBS.      $7500/pair 
or two annual payments of $3750/pair

30' White 
Optic Yellow 6' Steel Aluminum #411509      1457 LBS.      $6600/pair 

or two annual payments of $3300/pair
#411510      1437 LBS.      $6500/pair 
or two annual payments of $3250/pair

30' White 
Optic Yellow 8' Steel Aluminum #411511      1529 LBS.      $7850/pair 

or two annual payments of $3925/pair
#411512      1509 LBS.      $8250/pair 
or two annual payments of $4125/pair

PRICING

• Regulation widths
• 23'4" for high schools fields
• 18'6" for college & pro fields 
• Powder–coated Finish
• All goal posts are available in 

white or optic yellow.

Rogers has goal posts to fit your “Stadium” 
or practice field needs. All goal posts feature 
a  standard steel main with aluminum 
crossbars and uprights. Chose from 6' offset 
or 8' (perfect for a shared field with a soccer 
team). Both styles use steel ground sleeves. 
Installation instructions and specifications 
available on RogersAthletic.com.

GOAL POSTS

STADIUM GOAL POSTS
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STADIUM PRO™ PORTABLE GOAL POST

PORTABLE GOAL POST GOAL POST NET

Fine tune your kickers’ accuracy at any practice location. Use at 
games with optional padding. 
H	A heavy-duty winch facilitates raising and lowering the crossbar.
H	Requires two people to set up although only one to move.
H	Crossbar and uprights in white baked-on finish. 
H	Trailer ball 17/8" (Not licensable for travel on public roadways)

NOTE: Portable Goal post 8' Pad sold separately.

23'4" CROSSBAR
#410358  1200 lbs.  $5065

18'6" CROSSBAR
#410353  1170 lbs.  $4915

PORTABLE GOAL POST 8' PAD
#410357      28 lbs.      $465 
l RED  l BLUE 

Regulation sized Goal Posts for temporary fields and use during 
practice. Disassembles quickly and can be moved while assembled.  
23’ 4” crossbar.

#410673      295 lbs.      $2595

Custom made barrier nets improve practices and keep games 
moving by keeping balls in play. Player safety is enhanced by 
eliminating the need to chase balls into hazardous areas like 
roadways or parking lots. And spectators (and facility owners) are 
protected from balls being struck into viewing or seating areas. 
Made of durable 100% nylon yet are light weight for easy installation 
and handling.

30' X 40' GOAL POST NET W/4" MESH
#410856      48 lbs.      $875
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Protect players and boost team spirit with 
custom silk-screened goal post pads. 
H	Pad features 6" thick foam
H	18-oz. vinyl-coated  

nylon cover
H	Foam is fully encased in vinyl cover
H	Easy to attach and remove 
H	Held in place with Velcro™

H	Fits poles up to 6" in diameter

6’ HIGH GOAL POST PAD
#410438      48 lbs.      $735/pair

7’ HIGH GOAL POST PAD
#410437      60 lbs.      $745/pair

SCREEN CHARGE
$135 Per ink color 
(includes standard lettering)

Rogers' Deluxe Post Pad fully encloses the 
foam in vinyl, inside and outside for a stronger, 
longer lasting product. Our competitor's pad 
only has vinyl on the outside of the foam. 

GOAL  
POST PADS

Call about custom pads for light 
poles, flag poles and more.

The ultimate branding 
for your end zone. 
Our custom goal post 
pads offer endless 
graphic possibilities. 
Due to the custom 
nature, please 
contact one of our 
sales representative 
for more information. 

6’ High Goal  
Post Pad

7’ High Goal Post 
Pad

Rogers' pad Competitor's pad

STANDARD INK COLORS
Colors are approximate. 

STANDARD VINYL COLORS 

Colors are approximate. Actual color 
swatches available if necessary.

 YELLOW RED PURPLE BLUE 

 NAVY ORANGE GREEN GRAY 

 WHITE BLACK

Additional vinyl and ink colors are available for an additional 
charge. Please call for availability and pricing information.

l YELLOW  l MEDIUM GREEN 

l MEDIUM YELLOW l PERMA GREEN 

l ORANGE  l DARK BROWN 

l DEEP RED  l PALE GOLD 

l MAROON  l RICH GOLD 

l PURPLE  l SILVER 

l LIGHT BLUE ll WHITE 

l BRILLIANT BLUE l BLACK 

l NAVY BLUE
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WALL  
PADDING

OUTDOOR WALL PADDING
Protect your athletes and fans with Rogers Wall Padding. Mount styles 
include “z” strip bar and concrete/masonry anchors. Screen printed 
graphics and wording available. Can attach to concrete, masonry, 
fences and wood.

CUSTOMIZED PADS  
PROVIDE SAFETY,  
BRANDING, AND  
SPONSORSHIP  
OPPORTUNITIES.
Rogers introduces a full line of protective padding for your indoor and outdoor athletic venues. Provide 
safety, privacy and branding for your school/team. Rogers Athletic will review your individual padding 
needs and customize a solution to wrap your venue and protect your athletes and fans. Constructed using 
heavy weight vinyl in your color choice, the padding is a high quality urethane foam attached to outdoor 
grade plywood. For more product information go to www.RogersAthletic.com.

OUTDOOR FENCE PADDING
Add privacy and safety to your outdoor practice  
and game environments with Rogers fence safety 
pads. Heavy duty UV stable vinyl over high quality 
urethane foam attached to outdoor plywood.

TAPERED COLUMN 
PADDING
Cover side columns, 
freestanding columns 
and accessories stored 
in your training area.

PLAYER BENCHES

The portable bench with back support features steel stability 
frame and 15' or 21' long aluminum 10" wide planks. Bench can 
be moved to other basketball and volleyball courts, soccer 
pitches, or storage area when games end.

Our benches provide a comfortable seating option for players 
and spectators. The 15' bench with backrest seats 10 people, 
while the 21' bench with backrest seats 14 people.

Portable bench design is convenient and versatile for easy 
transport to multiple fields or storage areas 

15' Player Bench   
#410987  140 lbs.  $585

21' Player Bench   
#410988  195 lbs.  $735
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CHAIN SET CARRY BAG

Black only; 8’6”l x 20”w 

#410297  4 lbs.  $135

VESTS

I G

H

CHAIN CREW VESTS I

Extra-large slipcovers are hip 
length with elastic at waist and 
Velcro™ on one side. Set of three, 
two striped and one diamond.  

#410500  1 lb.  $55

BALL VEST H

Ball boy vest holds two  
footballs. Made of nylon  
with mesh ball pocket.

#410553  1 lb.  $75

CONFERENCE VEST G

Add a professional logo to the 
chain crew at your school, league 
or conference. Call for a quote on 
screen prices for custom logos, 
or for package pricing.

#410630  1 lb.  $65

A

STADIUM PRO CHAIN SET

VARSITY CHAIN SET

Used for televised games or every Friday night, Rogers Stadium Pro™ 
Chain Sets are designed to be safe and functional. Crafted from a 
special rocket-red vinyl, these markers quickly draw the eye to gauge 
distance to the first down. Each aluminum pole is covered with foam. 
For additional safety, an optional flexible pole is also available. Save 
money by purchasing complete packages.

STADIUM PRO CHAIN SET A

Standard Poles  
#410434      25 lbs.      $535  
Flexible Poles  
#410435      27 lbs.      $685

STADIUM PRO SET A  B  I        
Standard Poles  
#410443  35 lbs.  $935 
Flexible Poles  
 #410445  38 lbs.  $1155 Improve player safety with 

the flexible pole option.

LAZSER DOWN BOX
Five levels of adjustable display brightness 
with easy to read 13 inch LED display. Fully 
Waterproof with non-reflective matte finish
Rounded Corners for on-field safety. Seven hour 
rechargeable battery

#410958     9 lb.     $1595
VARSITY CHAIN SET D

Eye-catching rocket-red vinyl flag and bull’s eye on foam-covered 
pole. Includes vests and tangle-resistant chain; 8'6" tall. 

#410433      30 lbs.      $405

DOWN MARKERS

B

E

STADIUM PRO DOWN B             
Standard Poles  
#410552       
10 lbs.      $435 
Flexible Poles  
#410571     
11 lbs.      $495

VARSITY FLIP DOWN E

Easy-to-flip numbers on modern 
pole look sharp for 
those big home 
games. Numbers are 
11" tall on tabbed, 
high-impact plastic. 
Steel, foam-covered 
pole. Never worry about 
misaligned numbers or 
dead batteries! 

#410557    18 lbs.    $215

D
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Make field prep a snap and easily transport 
equipment with the Game Day Trailer. Can 
be towed behind a motorized field vehicle or 
pulled by hand using the convenient towing 
handle. Wheels are foam filled and will 
never go flat. Store chain sets, pylons and 
yard line markers securely. A vest bag holds 
loose items in one place for easy access.  
52"l x 22"w x 44"h 

 
TRAILER ONLY 
#410551      161 lbs.      $995

GAME-DAY TRAILER SET 
(with complete Stadium Pro™  
field package) 
 
STANDARD POLES 
#410569   384 LBS.   $3295

FLEXIBLE POLES 
#410570   387 LBS.   $3525

STANDARD POLES FLEXIBLE POLES

Stadium Pro Chain Set  #410434 25 LBS. $535 #410435 27 LBS. $685

Stadium Pro Down #410552 10 LBS. $435 #410571 11 LBS. $495

Stadium Pro Set #410443 35 LBS. $935 #410445 38 LBS. $1155

Game-Day Trailer Set (page 53) 
(with complete Stadium Pro™ field package)

#410569 384 LBS. $3295 #410570 387 LBS. $3525
or two annual payments of $1648 or two annual payments of $1763

 FIELD PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
 1  Stadium Pro® Chain Marker Set  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . pg52, A
 1  Stadium Pro® Down Marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .pg52, B
 22  Stadium Pro® Yard Line Markers .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .pg53, C
 12  End Zone Pylons  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .pg53, K
 1 First Down Spotter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .pg53, J
 3 Chain Crew Vests  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . pg52,  I

SAVE 7% BY PURCHASING A  
COMPLETE FIELD PACKAGE.

Each official-sized pylon 
is constructed of a single 
piece of molded foam with 
the weight suspended 
inside. No sleeves or 
anchors required. 

Set of 6  #410380  41 lbs.  
$225 
Set of 12  #410116  81 lbs.  
$385

Enhance your branding for signature 
events with logo pylons. Call Rogers for 
pricing.

K

FIRST DOWN SPOTTER

Weighted arrow gives players a 
first-down target. Covered with 
vinyl-coated nylon.  

#410195      3 lbs.      $75

J

PYLONS

STADIUM PRO™ YARD LINE MARKER C   
Markers nest together for compact storage.  
On the field, they are highly visible and stay 
put in gusty winds. Made of molded foam, 
they are safe for when players are tackled or 
rolled out of bounds. Then they recover  
their shape after being hit. 

Set of 11   
#410393  65 lbs.  $525

Set of 22   
#410398  130 lbs.  $1025

VARSITY FOLDING YARD LINE  
MARKERS F  
Set of 11    
#410117     36 lbs.     $445
 
Set of 22  
#410118     72 lbs.     $875

CARRY BAG FOR  
11 FOLDING MARKERS
#410298      3 lbs.      $95

YARD LINE MARKERS

Standard Pole.

#410025       
8 lb.     $245

DRIVE START INDICATOR GAME-DAY TRAILER
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Great for freeing cleats of mud or caked 
dirt prior to returning to the game to ensure 
control in critical situations. Keep the dirt 
outside by placing the board near building 
entrances.

#410664  5 lbs.      $53

The right number of players will be 
organized and ready and you’ll avoid a 
penalty or using an unnecessary time-out. 
Vinyl mat does not absorb water so it is 
easy to store. Available in same colors as 
goal post pads and wall padding - see page 
50 for available colors.

#410452      11 lbs.      $425  
(includes numbered spots) 

Screen team name $15 per letter.

Warm up your kickers during games and develop their skills during practice. The strong, light-
weight aluminum construction gives years of service and is easier to carry than steel. Netted 
frame is 48"W x 87"tall. Available only in black.

#410351      45 lbs.      $515

CARRY AND STORAGE 5' X 4' CASE
#410919      $175      

PORTABLE KICKING NET

Four-in-one tee 
includes two kick-off tee 
placements and two field 
goal blocks. Legal in high 
school play.

#410666   2 lbs.  $30

Folding design with balanced weight to 
hold the ball in windy conditions without 
affecting the kickers height or distance.

#410665      2 lbs.      $40

Super Portable: Handy Legs Fold & 
Telescope Down To 9.5". Stainless Steel  
& Aluminum Construction.

#410963      2 lbs.      $55

DONNIS CLEAT BOARDSPECIAL TEAMS  
POSITION MAT

TOE-TAL TEE

Comes with 
wireless remote 
console and  two 
displays that 
can count down 
from 0-99. Can 
be used with any 
style of outdoor 
scoreboard. Requires 120VAC. 
3'h x 4'w x 6"d. 

#410989      70 lbs.      $4875

DELAY OF GAME CLOCK

KICKING STIX  
FOOTBALL HOLDER

WIZARD KICKSCOPE  
ELITE HOLDER
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Easy to maneuver frame, allows trainers to have water in 
multiple locations, saving valuable practice time. 10 gallon 
tank has large 8" cap, perfect for adding ice and easy 
cleanup.

#410951      48 lbs.      $1285

Includes 11” red & amber LED digits. The 
cabled version of this timer includes a 
separate cabled control console, while the 
wireless version includes a 2.4Ghz wireless 
remote system. A horn sounds the start and 
stop of periods. The pro version of this timer 
allows programming of 1-9 periods with 1-9 
intervals in each period. Each interval within 
a period will have the same length and rest 
time. Dimensions are 20”h x 6’6”w x 6”d.

CABLED SEGMENT TIMER PRO
#410839      70 lbs.      $2285

SPECIFY CABLE LENGTH
#403784      $1/foot

WIRELESS SEGMENT TIMER PRO
#410838      70 lbs.      $3285

WIRELESS BATTERY PACK 
Provides power for the wireless controller. 
#804503      $225

STANDARD SEGMENT TIMER
#410578      70 lbs.      $2195

WIRELESS STANDARD SEGMENT 
TIMER
#410577      70 lbs.      $2935

Concentrate on coaching while the Interval 
Timer keeps your practice on schedule. 
Program up to 99 minutes with rest periods 
as long as 99 seconds each. Work periods 
are displayed and count up. Bright red, 11" 
LED numbers are visible up to 550 feet. 
Operates on 120V AC. One-year warranty. 
20"w x 14"h x 6"d

#410559      30 lbs.      $1155

Use this filter to get clean, safe, fresh water 
you need to properly hydrate athletes. 
Mount on the wall or at the end of a hose. 
Filter good for 5000 gallons

#804352      38 lbs.      $55

Sanitizes system and leaves no residue.  
FDA approved. 1 bottle contains 150 tablets. 

#410457      2 lbs.      $12

INLINE WATER FILTER

SANITARY TABLETS

SEGMENT TIMERS

INTERVAL TIMER

LIL' SQUIRT

With 20 gallons of water on an easy to 
maneuver frame, you save valuable practice 
time by positioning the Big Squirt to avoid 
excessive down time for hydration breaks.

#410924      88 lbs.      $1465

BIG SQUIRT  
HYDRATION SYSTEM

Allows for clean, fresh water as it is needed. 
An inline water filter helps eliminate 99% of 
contaminates coming from a garden hose. 
Folds up for easy storage.

#410926      40 lbs.      $755

WATER STATION

A light weight, 
and rugged 
workhorse to 
get water and 
hydration tools 
to your thirsty 
athletes. The 
sturdy, wide body, 
all aluminum, 
welded frame 
is designed for 
heavy use, day 
after day.  Cart is 
designed to hold 
a large cooler. 
27w x 50L x 25h.

#410925       
80 lbs.      $1365

PRO TRAINER

Gives you 35 gallons of fresh water with 
8 hoses. The  upper mesh tray is perfect 
for water bottles, coolers or any  trainers 
supplies. Tank is secured to an open 
aluminum frame to allow for air to circulate 
around tank. The stainless steering 
assembly gives great turning ability and 
handle allows for pulling or towing.  Fits thru 
a 33" doorway. Two additional hoses can be 
added. 33"W x 42"L x 41"H

#410930      200 lbs.      $2115

TEAM TRAINER
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JV LEV  
SLED
Sixth through Ninth Grades
Teach the latest leverage blocking technique just 
like in the upper levels of football. The JV LEV Sled 
also gives you the ability to teach the traditional 
blocking methods with the no-tools lock-down pad 
mechanism.  

The JV LEV Sled is scaled to players in sixth through ninth grades. 
Improve your players’ skills with drills taking advantage of all the same 
features as our larger LEV Sled – the most widely used sled in football 
today. See pages 8-11 for more details. Patent 5,464,472 

PAD OPTIONS
JV Shock
#410587      $325
llllllllll

Mini T-Pad
#410806      $355
llllll

MINI T-PAD

JV SHOCK

YOUTH SLED OUTRIGGER COACHES PLATFORM

ACCESSORIES

#402764      110 lbs.      $245 #411309      58 lbs.      $325
ADD-ON UNIT

1-MAN

2-MAN

4-MAN

3-MAN

5-MAN

6-MAN

7-MAN

#410619 328 lbs. $925

#410561 219 lbs. $1215

#410562 314 lbs. $2115

#410564 676 lbs. $3885

#410563 495 lbs. $2995

#410565 857 lbs. $4755

#410566 1038 lbs. $5625

#410567 1219 lbs. $6525

SLED PRICING
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Middle School, Junior High and High School Freshmen

The JV MOD Sled helps you teach blocking fundamentals at a value 
price. It is a scaled-down version of our popular MOD Sled. 

With its ground-hugging framework you can run the defense between 
the Sled’s stations for pass-rush drills and the offense through to set up 
screen passes. For more information on the MOD Sled, check out pages 
12-15.

PAD OPTIONS
Big Bruiser
#410077 $375
llllllllllllllll

Surge
#410292      $375
llllllllllllllll

Shock
#410431      $375
llllllllllllllll

T-Pad
#410078      $375
llllllllllll

YOUTH SLED OUTRIGGER COACHES PLATFORM

ACCESSORIES

#402764      110 lbs.      $245 #411309      58 lbs.      $325
ADD-ON UNIT

1-MAN

2-MAN

4-MAN

3-MAN

5-MAN

6-MAN

7-MAN

#410617 180 lbs. $825

#411321 220 lbs. $1155

#411322 328 lbs. $1555

#411324 686 lbs. $2995

#411323 507 lbs. $2285

#411325 865 lbs. $3705

#411326 1044 lbs. $4345

#411327 1223 lbs. $4935

SLED PRICING

JV MOD SLED

BIG BLOCK

SURGE
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YOUTH MOD SLED

ADD-ON UNIT

1-MAN

2-MAN

4-MAN

3-MAN

5-MAN

6-MAN

7-MAN

#410618 180 lbs. $655

#411331 220 lbs. $1015

#411332 285 lbs. $1155

#411334 555 lbs. $2365

#411333 420 lbs. $1725

#411335 745 lbs. $2965

#411336 885 lbs. $3585

#411337 1020 lbs. $4205

SLED PRICING

YOUTH SLED OUTRIGGER COACHES PLATFORM

ACCESSORIES

#402764      110 lbs.      $245 #411309      58 lbs.      $325

PAD OPTIONS
JV Shock
Replacement Pad 
#410587      $325
llllllllll

T-Pad
#410078      $375
llllllllllll

JV SHOCK

Seventh Grade and Younger

The Youth MOD Sled is a scaled-down version of our famous MOD 
Sled, ideal for drilling fundamental blocking skills in players in seventh 
grade and younger. Our low-to-ground connecting links allow you to run 
players through the sled after blocking the pad.

Teach the offensive line shoulder blocks and base blocks. With the 
defense work on separation, line charge, and rip, swim, and spin moves. 
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JV SLED

1-MAN

2-MAN

4-MAN

3-MAN

5-MAN

6-MAN

7-MAN

#W75-1 220 lbs. $925

#W75-2 343 lbs. $1375

#W75-4 541 lbs. $2305

#W75-3 437 lbs. $1845

#W75-5 660 lbs. $3035

#W75-6 775 lbs. $3455

#W75-7 883 lbs. $3915

SLED PRICING

SLED OUTRIGGER COACHES PLATFORM

ACCESSORIES

#411110      110 lbs.      $455 #411309      58 lbs.      $325

Our simple designs promote proper technique to 
develop players' skills, speed and agility. Teach 
fundamentals today for creating champions 
tomorrow.  
H	Designed to teach the basic fundamentals with less injury, the JV Sled 

utilizes leaf springs to simulate the forward lean of an opposing player.
H	Pad height is adjustable for a variety of drills.

PAD OPTIONS
Body Pad
#W224      $295
llllll
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COLT YOUTH SLED

The younger brother has just arrived! Now you can really teach “safe” 
heads up tackling on a remote-controlled moving target (coach 
controls speed and direction). The MVP DRIVE JUNIOR will not be 
intimidating to your younger players who may be timid tacklers. MVP 
DRIVE JUNIOR will promote their improvement.

Learn the fundamentals of safe tackling by using the MVP DRIVE 
JUNIOR at practice daily. Improve on bringing the ball carrier to 
the ground safely while moving at full speed. Make practice fun by 
creating new safe and effective drills with the MVP DRIVE JUNIOR!

Designed for players 150 lbs. or less. Height is 54.75".

#410928  110 lbs.      $3600

See page 2 for more information on the MVP DRIVE

PAD OPTIONS
Colt Youth Sled Pad
#W78      $295
llllll

H	Drill correct techniques to perfection to earn the confidence and 
skills needed for game day. 

H	Practice low hits and develop leg drive.
H	The Sled uses leaf spring resistance.
H	Adjust the height of each pad.

2-MAN

5-MAN

#W74-2 210 lbs. $1145

#W74-5 436 lbs. $2645

SLED PRICING

JUNIOR
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Train running backs to strengthen leg drive, 
quicken acceleration, and firm the grip on the 
ball. Arm heights and tension adjust to your 
player level. More details on page 26.

Specify Hanging Dummy Color:

l RED  l ORANGE l YELLOW  

l GREEN  l BLUE

Drill staying low while firing off the ball and 
giving the dummy an explosive hit. Adjust 
height from 36” to 46”. (Dummies not 
included).

12-ARM POWERBLAST  
YOUTH  
#410421      591 lbs.      $2625  

12-ARM POWERBLAST YOUTH  
WITH 50 LB. HANGING DUMMY

#410458      776 lbs.      $3605

7-MAN YOUTH CHUTE

#410637      477 LBS.      $1715

5-MAN YOUTH CHUTE

#410339      278 LBS.      $1365

3-MAN YOUTH CHUTE

#410338      179 LBS.      $915

2-MAN YOUTH CHUTE

#410337      129 LBS.      $675

1-MAN YOUTH CHUTE

#410336      89 LBS.      $445

YOUTH CHUTE ADD-ON UNIT

#410349      64 LBS.      $415

YOUTH POWERBLAST

YOUTH CHUTE
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YOUTH POP-UP TACKLE MAKERJV POP-UP TACKLE MAKER

SIXTH GRADE AND YOUNGER
Even the smaller players can tackle this sled to the ground. Then it 
comes back up ready for the next player in line. 

#410456      110 lbs.      $985   
l RED ONLY

Patents 5,090,696 and D466,963 

HIGH SCHOOL FRESHMEN AND JUNIOR HIGH  
Run more players through your tackling station with the JV version 
of the Pop-up Tackle Maker. Once tackled to the ground, it returns to 
the upright position, ready for the next player.

#410455       130 lbs.      $1125    
l BLUE ONLY

Patents 5,090,696 and D466,963

PROD # DIMENSIONS PRICE

EAGLE #410863 60"OD x 11" thick $505

HAWK #410862 52"OD x 11" thick $475

RAVEN #410861 48"OD x 10" thick $445

CARDINAL #410860 42"OD x 24"ID x 9" thick $335

FALCON #410859 36"OD x 22"ID x 8" thick $305

SPARROW #410858 28"OD x 14"ID x 8" thick $195

Use the REV Tackle Wheel in teaching shoulder leverage tackling. Drill 
by taking the head out of the game. Built with only the highest quality 
materials, the REV Tackle is available in a  
variety of sizes and colors for youth,  
middle school, high school,  
college and pro.

REV TACKLE WHEEL

ll RED	 ll ORANGE ll YELLOW ll GREEN ll BLUE	 ll PURPLE  ll NAVY ll BLACK
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ROCKET POP-UP LIL' ROUND LIL' STUNT

LIL' SWEEP LIL' SCOOP

Develop aggressiveness and safe mastery 
of the blocking and tackling skills needed 
for victory. The Rocket comes to its feet 
after every hit, freeing players from holding 
or righting standard dummies. Foam filled. 
48”h

#410350      60 lbs.      $555 
SAVE on set of four $2100 
l NAVY ONLY

Foster game-winning skills with form 
tackling, drive blocking, and board drills. 
One-year warranty. 14"dia x 52"h

#410300      10 lbs.      $155 
SAVE on set of six $870 
l RED ONLY

Protect players as they learn to react to one-
on-one movement. Three handles facilitate 
realistic movement by the holder. 16"w x 
24"h x 4"d

#410465      3 lbs.      $115 
SAVE on set of six $570 
l RED l BLUE

Train proper use of hands during run and 
pass blocking on the realistic aim points 
resembling an opponent. 20"w x 24"h x 4"d

#410378      5 lbs.      $125 
SAVE on set of six $630 
l RED l BLUE

Slight curve helps players maintain a low fit 
and develop proper leverage. 
16"w x 26"h x 4"d

#410461      3 lbs.      $115 
SAVE on set of six $570 
l RED l BLUE

YOUTH AGILETACKLE SMART BAG

Improve quickness, agility, balance and coordination skills. Watch 
players for fluid motion, shoulders over knees, arms moving and eyes 
on you. Youth Agile’s slanted sides and urethane foam core safely 
build confidence to play over traffic without looking at feet. Wide base 
eliminates repositioning after every drill.  
12"w x 6"h x 41"l

#410388      3 lbs.      $135  
SAVE on set of six $750

l ORANGE ONLY

Tackle smarter by forcing the player to focus on shooting his hands 
through the arm holes, causing the eyes to follow, which results in 
better head placement. The crown divider, even when approached 
head on, forces the players head out of the contact zone.

#410823       10 lbs.         $195 
SAVE on set of four $700 
l RED ONLY

Patent pending

Tackle Smart Bag is the 
official tackle dummy of 

the United Youth Football 
League.
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RACKS & 
MACHINES
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ROGERS KNOWS 
STRENGTH.
We have developed a revolutionary line of weight training equipment 

to provide the solution to off-season training as you prepare for 

your next season. From our heavy-duty Pendulum Racks to our 

complete line of Pendulum plate loaded machines, you can train 

the entire body. Rogers Athletic is committed to 

manufacturing strength training equipment that 

promotes proper technique and is designed 

with safety in mind. GET STRONG!

H	Set Extension Technology (S.E.T.) easily   
adjusts athletes’ range of motion to extend training 
intensity or for rehab.

H	A 4-way neck machine combined with a  
seated shrug.

#410642

Patents #8038588 and #8529414

5-WAY NECK

Shrug Exercise 
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H	Set Extension Technology (S.E.T.) 
easily adjusts athletes’ range of 
motion to extend training intensity or 
for rehab.

H	Natural bench pressing motion with 
independent movement arms for 
balanced strength.

#410602

VERTICAL CHEST PRESS

H	Three standard handles are provided, including: underhand grip,  
long and standard rotating handles.

H	Enables a safe and comfortable routine, while minimizing 
movement.

H	Interchangeable handles provide a variety of exercises in a  
single machine.

#410604

LAT COMBO PULL

H	Independent moving arms facilitate working wide range of 
stabilization muscles.  

H	Allows athlete to control range of motion for varied stimulation.
H	Allows athlete to adjust to his or her biomechanically correct 

position.

#410649

SHOULDER INCLINE
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The MX-4 was built from the ground up with the accessible 
user in mind. All stations allow for access and function from a 
wheelchair, and all stations are bio mechanically sound. The 
MX-4 my Rogers Athletic is built with the highest standards 
in the industry. Motorized push-button controls allow you to 
adjust the training position of the high/low pulley from a seated 
position.

H	All frames come with a lifetime warranty from defects, and 
parts come with a 10-year warranty.

H	Station 1 — Vertical chest press with movable handles 
allowing for chair access

H	Station 2 — Upright or shoulder press with a unique 
work to weight ratio

H	Station 3 — Turn chair around for access to a traditional 
row with three unique hand positions

H	Station 4 — A motorized high/low pulley which allows the 
user to perform a limitless variety of exercises

The MX-4 is built around the user, fit for height, 
length, and width of users in wheelchairs. and 
can be adapted for specific limitations. 

#410815

MX-4

H	Maximize hand or individual finger strength.
H	Unique footpad designed to assist in negative 

only training
H	Max out up to 450 lbs of weight.

#410606

POWER GRIP PRO

3-WAY ROW

H	Created to stabilize spine while 
delivering direct stimulation  
to back and arms.

H	Three unique hand positions 
allow a variety of training  
options.

H	Set Extension  
Technology (S.E.T.)  
easily adjusts  
athletes’ range of  
motion to extend  
training intensity or  
for rehab.

#410613

4-WAY NECK

H	Training the neck from multiple 
positions is a very important 
component to any serious 
strength training program.

H	The 4-Way Neck allows an 
athlete to train the neck 
in four distinct directions, 
while specifically training the 
supporting musculature  
of the head.

#410679

H	Maximize hand or individual finger strength.
H	Unique footpad designed to assist in negative only 

training
H	Max out up to 450 lbs of weight.

#410606
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H	Targets hips and glutes with its top load and quads with bottom load.
H	Five position range limiter allows comfortable range of motion without 

over extension.
H	Floating Yoke activates core stimulation.
H	Create the strength curve of a free weight, barbell squat.
H	Set Extension Technology (S.E.T.) easily adjusts athletes’ range of motion 

to extend training intensity or for rehab. 

#410605

Patents #6802800 and #D635208

The Power Squat XT features an additional 
loading point that dramatically 
intensifies the eccentric phase of 
the lift. Can accommodate over 
1500 lbs. of plates. (Depending on 
plate thickness)

#410943

POWER SQUAT PRO

POWER SQUAT PRO XT

H	Lockout handles provide safe starting. 
H	Built to fit 4’6” to over 7’ athletes both comfortably and safely.
H	Ability to split footpad for unilateral or one legged training with a 

quick and simple adjustment
H	Set Extension Technology (S.E.T.) easily adjusts athletes’ range of 

motion to extend training intensity or for rehab.

#410620

SEATED SQUAT PRO

H	The walk-through design allows athletes to enter or exit the 
machine from either side.

H	The distance of the foot rollers can be adjusted by the athlete 
while in position. 

#410836 
#420536 - w/knee pad 
#420559 - w/roller thigh pad 
#420552 - w/fixed thigh pad 
#420552 - w/adjustable footrest

GLUTE HAM
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H	Complete leg stimulation 
without spinal compression or 
stress on knees.

H	Control range of movement 
both eccentrically and 
concentrically.

H	Unique leg press created to 
target the powerful hips and 
glute muscles.

H	Set Extension Technology 
(S.E.T.) easily adjusts athletes’ 
range of motion to extend 
training intensity or for rehab.

#410601

HIP PRESS

GLUTE HAM

Achieving exceptional  
results in athletics  
requires specific  
training for the glutes,  
hamstrings and hip  
regions of our  
musculature.
H	Designed to allow  

easy access for all  
athletes

H	Enables the user to isolate the glutes,  
hamstrings, or train both simultaneously.

H	Set Extension Technology (S.E.T.) easily  adjusts athletes’ range 
of motion to extend training intensity or for rehab.

#410837

H	Using S.E.T., control the  
starting angle of the lower leg, reducing stress to the knee.

H	Angle of seat and back support, engineered for comfort while 
maximizing activation of Rectus Femoris.

H	Extra wide seat bottom for increased stability under max loads.
H	Easily adjust back support for all sized athletes.

#410756

REVERSE GLUTE HAM LEG EXTENSION

H	Linear adjustments accommodate various 
sized athletes.

H	Greatest leg curl on the market today.
H	Set Extension Technology (S.E.T.) easily 

adjusts athletes’ range of motion to 
extend training intensity or for rehab. 

#410612

PRONE LEG CURL
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DUAL RACK & DUAL RACK XL

Dual Rack 
#410993 
66”l x 50”w x 102”h

Dual Rack XL 
Accepts folding  
synchro bench

#410980 
82”l x 50”w x 102”h 

RACK SYSTEMS
Every Pendulum Rack features the LARGEST 

column dimensions with 3”x 5”x 7-gauge tubing 

along with 2”x 4” cross braces that provide the 

ultimate in strength and durability. Each upright also 

features patented tapered cutouts to easily and 

firmly attach all of the Rogers Pendulum 

Rack accessories.

 
Rack Features
• 3”x5” x 7 gauge steel uprights
• 2”x4” steel cross braces
• Auto-leveling base with anchor points
• Included full cage safety bars.
• Included weight storage horns
• Custom color & school branding options available
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BASIC RACK

#410981 
64”l x 50”w x 102”h 

FULL RACK

#410992 
87”l x 50”w x 102”h 

MEGA RACK & MEGA RACK XL

Mega Rack
#410995 
110”l x 50”w x 102”h

Mega Rack XL 
Accepts folding  
synchro bench

#410994 
126”l x 50”w x 102”h 

MEGA RACK PRO

#410996 
154”l x 50”w x 102”h 
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Showcase the pride of your program with a 
functional super bridge.

SUPER BRIDGES NEW

MOBILE HALF RACK

Delivering the same benefits and 
features of our traditional rack 
systems, the Mobile Half Rack 
gives the athletes opportunity to 
train safely by rapidly changing 
proximity to other users.

#411001 
52”l x 50”w x 102”h 

#411002 
52”l x 50”w x 84”h

NEW

10' #423110

11' #423111

12' #423112

13' #423113

14' #423114

15' #423115

16' #423116

17' #423117

18' #423118

19' #423119

20' #423120

21' #423121

22' #423122

23' #423123

24' #423124
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LOCK N' LOAD J HOOKS RACK BRIDGING

LOCK N' LOAD  
J-HOOKS A  
Cycle tested to 40,000 
loaded reps. Precision 
standoff to avoid bar 
contact with upright. One 
hand trigger release. High 
density molded urethane 
surface prevents knurling 
wear.   #410855

OLYMPIC STYLE LOCK 
N' LOAD J-HOOKS B  
Features a deeper hook than our standard Lock-n-Load for 
better bar control when loading and unloading.   # 410889

Choose from a full lineup of bridge bar options at either 82" or 
95" lengths. 

A B

Choose from laser cut branding plates or vinyl decals on stainless or painted plates. Brand options include elevated storage plates, behind upright 
plates, and options above both pull up bars and bridges. Custom branding locations are also available. Check with your sales rep for more info.

FOLD-TO-STORE (FTS) BENCH 
The Folding Synchro Bench (FTS) quickly lifts into a stored position saving both 
time and precious floor space. Now you can perform ground based movements 
without having to remove the bench. Foot pedal release keeps bench safely locked 
until you are ready to use again.

The Pendulum FTS Bench is adjustable from flat to 80 degree incline. You never 
have to get off the bench to adjust thanks to industrial bearing rails.

# 410984

UTILITY BENCH 
# 410947

DOCKING SYNCHRO BENCH 
# 410983

CUSTOM RACK BRANDING NEW

BENCHES
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POWER STACK PIC BRIDGE (PLUG IN CHANGE)

ROTATIONAL CORE DEVELOPER

ROPE PULL MONO POST DIP BAR

Perform a variety of 
rotational exercises 
to develop a strong 
core. Attaches easily 
to the posts at a height 
convenient for each 
athlete.

#410750

Increase upper body strength and 
perform resistance training with the 
adjustable Rope Pull Attachment. 
Adjustable on the rack to accommodate 
all athletes. It rotates 90 degrees 
providing high, low, and lateral pulling. Fits 
all ropes up to 2" in diameter.

#410766 

Train your shoulders, delts and 
triceps on a station built to fit 
all athletes. Ergonomic design 
fits every athlete just right. 
Adjustable on the rack to 
ensure the right height. Utilizes 
rubber grips for athlete comfort.

#410733

POWERSTACK LAT-ROW/POWERSTACK HI-LOW
Pendulum Power Stacks, a new add-on for your Pendulum rack 
system. Now you can convert your basic rack system into a powerful 
multi-station strength center. Maximize the efficiency of your rack 
with these powerful space saving tools.

H	Compact commercial frames
H	Machined aluminum pulleys with 

precision bearings
H	Premium steel plate stacks
H	Pivoting pulleys with bearings allow 

multi-dimensional training
H	Easily adjustable high/low pulleys
H	Installation options include wall mount, 

rack mount, or free standing modular 
mounts.

Responding to the coaches 
that want to quickly change the 
dynamics of their training, we 
have created the PIC Bridge 
system. Multiple chinning 
options can now be changed in 
seconds to give you a variety of 
chinning options.

See Accessories  
sidebar for product  
numbers.

VERTIMAX RAPTOR™

Attachment offers the ability to mount the Vertimax Raptor to the 
Pendulum Rack System. Our rack uprights offer incremental height 
adjustments of 4 inches. Our built in upright pin design secures the 
Raptor to the rack eliminating the threat of losing pins.

Includes oversized carabiners to easily clip band pulleys to the rack 
uprights. Choose from 3 resistance options for the Vertimax Raptor 
when ordering.

#411000

NEW
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420900 Medicine Ball Mount

421224 Medicine Ball Upper Mount

421173 Flex Ball Mount

410857 Weight Tree

410845 55" Dumbbell Rack

410846 89" Dumbbell Rack

410847 53" Add-on Dumbbell Rack

410848 87" Add-on Dumbbell Rack

420398 Pro Style Dumbbell Shelf (51")

420410 Kettlebell Shelf (51")

420412 Lower Utility Shelf (51")

421580 Medicine Ball Shelf (51”)

420399 Pro Style Dumbbell (85")

420417 Kettlebell Shelf (85")

420419 Lower Utility Shelf (85")

421582 Medicine Ball Shelf (85”)

410805 Wheeled Bumper Storage Rack

410766 Rope Pull

410947 Pendulum Utility Bench

410983 Pendulum Docking Synchro Bench

410984 Pendulum FTS Synchro Bench

410750 Rotational Core Developer

410733 Mono Post Dip Bar (Rubber Grip)

410879 Mono Post Dip Bar (Knurled)

410982 Monster Incline Arms v2™

410934 Spotter Platforms

410734 Adjustable Chin Up

405335 Squat Assist Handles

410643 Band Attachment

410712 Bolt on Band Attachment

410520 Technique Tray Pair

410742 Olympic Lift Platform (Standalone)

405551 Step Up Platform

410832 Rotating Chin Handles

410890 Pit Shark (Rack Mounted)

410830 Safety Bars (External)

410831 Safety Bars (Internal)

410855 Lock n' Load J-Hooks

420605 Stainless Steel weight horn

420591 Stainless Steel weight horn (Short)

420890 Extended length 15" weight horn

410887 Single Leg Squat Pad (Single Post Mount)

421540 Rack Mounted Chalk Bowl

410892 Single Leg Squat Pad (Dual Post Mount)

421590 Battle Ropes Rack Attachment

410889 Lock n'Load J-Hooks (Olympic Style)

410895 Standing Leg Curl

410893 Rack Accessory Storage Cart

410894 Mono Power Squat

411000 Vertimax Raptor™

410896 Adjustable Jerk Blocks (8”-12”)

410897 Adjustable Jerk Blocks (12”-18”)

421950 PIC Bridge Cart / Step Unit

421877 PIC 82" Bridge Bar

421878 PIC 95" Bridge Bar

421879 PIC Rack Chin Frame

421881 PIC Standard Chin Bar Insert

421880 PIC Straight Fat Chin Bar Insert

421915 PIC Neutral Bar w/Ball

421884 PIC Lat Style Universal Mount

421883 PIC Neutral Straight Bar

ACCESSORIES

DUMBBELL RACKS

PIT SHARK

MONSTER INCLINE ARMS V2.0 BAND ATTACHMENT (PAIR)

Pendulum 3-tier heavy duty dumbbell racks are available in a variety of combinations. 
Available in 55" and 89" lengths. Choose from various shelf options tailored to kettlebells, 
medicine balls or our generic utility shelf. 

More than just a squat attachment, 
the Pit Shark Belt Squat allows you 
to complete a variety of exercises, 
including: squats, dips, chins,  
pulling movements, calf raises and 
more. Get proven results with a real 
squat movement while de-loading 
the spine.

#410890

Adjust the height of the Rogers’ Monster 
Arm attachments to complete various 
ground based training exercises.

Each monster arm includes our patented 
cutouts for attaching additional 
accessories.

#410982

A flexible band attachment accessory 
that can be mounted at any place on our 
Pendulum Rack uprights. Sold as a pair.

# 410643

Medicine Ball  
Shelf

Lower Utility 
Shelf

Pro Style Dumbbell 
Shelf

Kettlebell 
Shelf

NEW
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MEDICINE BALLS

Complete your training with our full lineup 
of medicine balls. Choose from a variety of 
styles, diameters, textures, and weight      

Rogers provides the right dumbbell 
for your facility and training 
needs. Choose from premium 
urethane, rubber encased, or 
basic steel in traditional hex 
style or oval plate. 

Weight plates and 
bumper plates are 
available in many 
different styles from all 
the major manufacturers 
including Iron Grip, Troy, 
Ivanko, Intek, and Eleiko.

Rogers offers a wide 
variety of weight bars 
from Olympic to power 
bars. We offer a wide 
range of bars for all of 
you different types of 
lifts. Specialty bars and 
fat grip bars also can be 
supplied by Rogers.

KETTLE BELLS

WEIGHT PLATES

DUMBBELLS

OLYMPICS BARS

A complete range 
of kettle bells are 
available from 
Rogers. We can 
match the weight and 
design that fits your 
training style best.

Rogers Athletic is a supplier of Regupol flooring 
products. Flooring options available include 
tiles, rolled flooring & turf. 

Eliminate trip hazards by utilizing logo branded 
inlay floor platforms. Further customize by 
selecting from a wide variety of floor color 
options.

FLOORING

Complete your weight room and fitness 
facility with our offerings of cardio 
equipment including VersaClimbers, 
stationary bikes, treadmills, ellipticals 
and more.

TREADMILLS & CARDIO
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For off-season conditioning, LEV Sled Indoor Mount bolts to the 
floor. Surge or Shock Pad (your choice) has “arm pit” aiming 
points. Includes special-edition LEV head with hydraulic shock 
that realistically resists the player’s effort to lift the pad. Mounting 
hardware not included.

#410404      155 lbs.      $1135

Sharpen blocking techniques and build upper body strength in the 
off-season. A special-edition LEV Sled is attached to a platform for 
year-round training, and fits easily in your weight room in a space 
10'9" x 4'. Push the pad back five inches or more, at which point the 
Sled unlocks, then roll the hips and lift the pad (for more information 
on the benefits of the LEV Sled, see pages 8-11). 
On this special-edition LEV Sled, resistance from a hydraulic shock 
absorber forces the player to use upper body strength to leverage 
the pad. The shock then returns the pad at a controlled speed, ready 
for the next player to engage. Includes Surge or Shock Pad.  
#410391  630 lbs.  $2225 
or two annual payments of $1113

LEV SLED INDOOR MOUNT INDOOR LEV STATION

OLYMPIC LIFT PLATFORM

Complete the look of your facility and protect your flooring with 
Rogers Hardwood platforms which are engineered solid hardwood 
flooring, framed with a full steel tube. Add an optional ramp to 
provide easier movement of benches on and off platform. 

#410742

PIT SHARK

PIT SHARK SQUATS, with the risk of 
spinal compression removed, 
is the foundation movement 
done on the PIT SHARK.

It's easy hook-up 
with the hip belt 
(included) and 
you instantly 
realize the freedom of 
movement possible. 
Isolate the lower body effectively when 
not distracted by a bar on your back 
- the safety is built in. The confidence 
that comes from the risk of spinal compression being removed, 
translates into far better technique.

Includes Squat Handles and hip Belt with SpeedHook.

SHORT PIT SHARK TALL PIT SHARK
#410744 #410745

PLYO BOXES

Stackable soft “Plyo Boxes” in five sizes: 3”, 6”, 12”, 
18”, 24”. Each have a 30” x 35” landing surface with 
handles, reinforced stitching, and Velcro™  
flaps for secure stacking. Built for safe use  
during plyometric exercises, with non-skid  
surfaces top and bottom, and side  
grommets for air release.

Available with your school logos and  
colors. Call for more info and pricing.

NEW

Set of three (6", 12", 18")     $710 
Set of five (3", 6", 12", 18", 24")     $1225

#411525

3" $146

6" $186

12" $244

18" $324

24" $410
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TEAM SIX TRAINER 

TIRE FLIP 180

WALL MOUNT DIP STATION

JAM BAGS

ROGERS SPEED SLED SPEEDWORX WORK HORSE PULLING 
HARNESS

HEAVY CORE BAG

The best speed sled on the 
market. Ergonomic handle 
prevents wrist strain. Train speed 
and acceleration by pulling 
with optional harness. Increase 
resistance by adding weight 
plates to the built-in weight horn.

#410650      23 lbs.      $215 

V-line included, harness not included #410686      2 lbs.      $105  V-line not included

Develop quick 
hands for 
the punch. 
Strengthen elbows for 
pass protection technique. 
Excellent upper-body 
workout while honing 
footwork and balance.  
Save on shipping –  
fill the bag with sand yourself.

l NAVY ONLY

25 LB. 16" X 24"
Empty #410483   3 lbs.   $75 
Filled #410478   28 lbs.   $95

35 LB. 16" X 24"
Empty #410484   3 lbs. $75 
Filled   #410479   38 lbs. $95

50 LB. 16" X 29"
Empty   #410485   3 lbs.   $75 
Filled   #410480 53 lbs.   $105

75 LB. 16" X 34"
Empty   #410486   4 lbs.   $75 
Filled   #410481 79 lbs.   $105

100 LB. 16" X 34"
Empty   #410487   4 lbs.   $95 
Filled   #410482 104 lbs. $115

Strength training without having to go back into 
the gym is advantageous in many situations. 
This 6 position chin/dip station offers three pull 
up stations and 3 dip stations in one unit. Can 
be used indoor or outdoor.

#410825      345 lbs.      $1595

Attaches to any masonry wall or 
column. Strong, stable dip that 
saves space by folding away 
when not in use.

2" GRIPS
#410658     60 lbs.       $385 

2.5" GRIPS
#410731     65 lbs.       $385 

This bag will complement your 
strength training on and 
off the field. The multi-grip 
handle locations will allow 
you to do an unlimited 
series of exercises to 
develop explosive movements and 
build core strength. This bag can 
be used for single or team lifting 
drills. The molded core stabilizes 
the weight so you can do lifts and 
tosses without damaging your 
facility or the bag. 

#410726      50 lbs.     $415 
#410727      75 lbs.      $475

l RED  l GREEN l BLUE l NAVY

Flip tires year round with the Tire Flip 180.  
Work core, shoulders, arms, and other 
functional movements in a limited space.  
Tire Flip 180 XL: Starting Resistance 160 lbs 
and can add an additional 80 lbs. Tire Flip 180:  
starting Resistance 100 lbs and can add an  
additional 40 lbs.  

TIRE FLIP 180XL
#410885      353 lbs.      $2745

TIRE FLIP 180
#410884      293 lbs.      $2475
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Train your players 
to keep a proper 
base by allowing 
them to feel the 
resistance. Great 
for lateral walks, 
shuffles, slides 
and pass blocking 
drills. When you 
step in a direction, 
the cord stretches forcing the trail foot to 
follow.

Pro #410691 2 lbs. $65 
Heavy #410692   2 lbs. $55 
Standard #410693   2 lbs. $45

Develop strong explosive starts. The trail 
runner gives the lead runner resistance 
then rips the cord releasing the lead runner 
into a full explosive zip sprint.

#410698      1 lb.      $55

Great for training change of direction drills and to develop acceleration, agility, and range of 
motion. The lead player sprints stretching the Lightning Cord creating resistance. As the lead 
player gets ahead, the trail player goes to a full sprint. The stretched cord pulls the trail player 
faster than their normal run. Over-speed training increases stride length and rate of motion.

Pro #410683 4 lbs. $125  
Heavy #410684 4 lbs. $115 
Standard #410685 4 lbs. $105

Used mainly for short bursts and lateral 
quickness drills, the Sling Shot Proximity 
Trainer develops quickness, resistance, 
acceleration, agility, over speed, and range 
of motion. The 4’ cord stretches out to 16’.

Pro #410687 2 lbs. $75 
Heavy #410688 2 lbs. $65 
Standard #410689 2 lbs. $65

The only drive sled that puts your hands in the correct inside position for training stamina, 
quickness and power. 66” long. V-line included, harness not included.

#410588      121 lbs.      $725      Purchase five or more for $685 each

V-LINE HARNESS       
#405423      $35   Patent #D606 6115

DRIVE SLEDSLING SHOT BREAK AWAY

SLING SHOT  
2 PERSON TRAINER

SLING SHOT 2 PERSON 
PROXIMITY TRAINER

LINEMAN TRAINER
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ANCHOR HL

ANCHOR HL LITE

QUALITY ATHLETIC TRAINING 
EQUIPMENT DESIGNED TO WORK 
AND ENGINEERED TO LAST.

Rogers Athletic strives to design products that evoke excitement and provide real value 

to Athletic Trainers and the ones they treat. We set to work on designing and refining 

athletic training tables that will last for years and stand up to all sorts of abuse.

The ANCHOR HL is designed to provide ultimate flexibility in your 
athletic training room and beyond.  Whether you are examining, 
treating, or taping, this table will adjust to your specific needs. 
The backrest and leg pads allow the table to convert from a 
treatment table to a taping station, while the height adjustment 
will accommodate athletic trainers of any height. There is no need 
for a separate modality cart as the ANCHOR HL has ample space 
for tape, towels and modality storage.  

Back pad 27” x 30” adjustable from 0° (horizontal) to 75°  
 (about 0°, 18°, 32°, 43°, 54°, 64°, 75°) 
Leg pad 37” x 15” adjustable from 0° (horizontal) to 75°  
 (about 0°, 18°, 32°, 43°, 54°, 64°, 75°) 
Headrest 6.25” x 12.25” vertically adjustable 2.25”,  
 horizontally adjustable 6.75”

#410929 
L77" W30" H33" H27"-40" Adjustable

The Anchor HL Lite is designed with flexibility in mind for your 
athletic training or physical therapy space.  Whether you are 
examining, treating or taping, choose from a variety of models 
that will meet your specific needs. 

The Anchor HL Lite is multi-functioning with height 
adjustments to the clinician height as well as the patient. 
Designated models will feature convenient built in power 
outlets to provide power for medical devices or phones, as 
well as storage space for medical devices and towels.

 AVAILABLE OPTIONS
H	Split leg / raised back top with under table storage
H Flat top surface with under table storage
H Split leg / raised back with no storage
H Flat top surface with no storage

#410969
L77" W30" H33" H29"-42" Adjustable
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MEDIC XL

MEDIC

Let the Medic be your mobile athletic training center. 
With onboard storage and all-terrain wheels, you can 
easily bring treatment to the playing field. Get off the 
dirt, away from the bench and out of the locker room. 
Injury prevention and immediate assessment keep you 
in the game. At home or on the road, you’ll intimidate the 
competition when you come prepared with the Medic!

FEATURES
H	Lockable cabinet
H	500 lb capacity
H	Travel-friendly (55 lbs)
H	Made from durable &  

corrosion-resistant material
H	Sourced and manufactured  

in the USA 
H	Fully customizable with  

team graphics and colors

#411700 
L43" W24" H33"

ALL WEATHER  
STORAGE COVER
#411711

MEDIC PADDED TOP
#422397

Just like its little brother, the Medic XL boasts heavy-duty 
construction, on-board storage and all-terrain wheels. Get 
twice the table space and a 750-pound capacity to complete 
a thorough assessment for players of any size.

FEATURES
H	Lockable cabinet
H	750 lb capacity
H	Travel-friendly (80 lbs)
H	Made from durable & corrosion-resistant material
H	Sourced and manufactured in the USA 
H	Fully customizable with  

team graphics and colors

#411701 
L73" W24" H33"

ALL WEATHER  
STORAGE COVER
#411712

MEDIC PADDED TOP
#422397
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ANCHOR 2X

ANCHOR SL

Providing IA’s unmatched durability, the Anchor 2X is fully 
customizable to any configuration. Choose from 36’ or 42’ 
heights and add as many as you need. Like others in the 
Anchor family, the 2X has size, adjustability and supply 
storage options to create flexible solutions for cross-sport 
training.

FEATURES
H	Heights 36’ and 42’ with custom configurations
H	500 lb capacity
H	Made from durable & corrosion-resistant material
H	Sourced and manufactured in the USA 
H	Customizable with team graphics and colors

ANCHOR 2X CENTER CABINET
#411704

ANCHOR 2X 42"  ANCHOR 2X 36" 
TABLE TABLE
#411705 #411706 
L36" W27" H42" L36" W27" H36"

Providing Impact Athletic's unmatched durability, the Anchor wall 
cabinets and base cabinets provide your training supplies a secure 
storage space in your Athletic Training room.  Multiple sizes, drawer 
and shelf configurations keeps your products organized.

FEATURES
H	Lockable drawers and cabinets
H	Made from rust-resistant material
H	Customizable with team graphics and colors

The Anchor SL is designed to be the multipurpose 
workhorse of your athletic training room. In addition to 
all the great features of the Anchor XL, the Anchor SL 
includes fully adjustable backrest and split leg features 
that maximize your working environment. We trust that 
the ANCHOR SL will become the “Anchor” of your training 
room.

The backrest adjusts to a total elevation of 75° with 15° 
increments and accepts a maximum load of 275 lbs. 
Each leg pad adjusts to a total elevation of 50° with 10° 
increments and can accept a maximum load of 65 lbs.

ANCHOR SL (OPEN BOTTOM) 
#411721     L78.5" W30.5" H31"

ANCHOR SL (CABINET VERSION) 
#410999     L78.5" W30.5" H31"

BASE W/4 DRAWER: BASE W/5 DRAWER:
#410954     L32" W20" H36" #410955     L32" W20" H36"

BASE W/DOORS  COUNTER TOP
#410953     L32" W20" H36" #410956     L63" W20"

WALL UNIT
#410957     L63" W20" H25.5" 

ANCHOR CABINETS

Anchor SL with storage cabinet. 
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DOCK

ANCHOR

Harsh, wet environments do not scare the Dock whirlpool table. 
Its aluminum frame and stainless steel fasteners won’t ever rust 
or decay from moisture or humidity. The table top and seat are 
fabricated from plastic designed specifically for the marine industry. 
Like your athletes, this dock outlasts the competition.

FEATURES
H	31” and 34” standard heights (custom heights available)
H	Fits 20” and 24” whirlpools
H	Equipped with towel shelves
H	Made from rust-resistant material
H	Sourced and manufactured in the USA 
H	Customizable with team graphics and colors

DOCK 31" X 20" DOCK 31" X 24"
#411707 #411708 
L46" W41" H31" L46" W41" H316"

DOCK 34" X 20" DOCK 34" X 24"
#411709 #411710 
L46" W41" H34" L46" W41" H34"

The Anchor table is the stable base for athletic training room 
prevention, assessment and treatment. Size, adjustability and supply 
storage options create flexible solutions for cross-sport training. The 
Anchor’s robust construction allows it to withstand any abuse that a 
sport may throw at it.

FEATURES
H	2 tape shelves
H	500 lbs. capacity
H	Made from durable & corrosion-resistant material
H	Sourced and manufactured in the USA 
H	Fully customizable with team graphics and colors

#411702 
L48" W27" H36"

ANCHOR XL

Just like its namesake, the Anchor XL has your back as a 
stable base for prevention, assessment and treatment. 
Size, adjustability and supply storage options create 
flexible solutions for cross-sport training. The Anchor XL 
gives you an additional 250 pounds of capacity.

FEATURES
H	2 tape shelves
H	Optional add-on drawer storage
H	Increased weight stability to 750 pound capacity
H	Made from durable & corrosion-resistant material
H	Sourced and manufactured in the USA 
H	Customizable with team colors

#411703 
L78.5" W35.5" H31"
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VAULT & VAULT XL RIG

STANDARD TOP COLORS (Included) 

 White Mercury Sand Shade Black 
  Grey

PREMIUM TOP COLORS (Call for Pricing) 

 Red Green Blue Yellow

 Platinum Silver Campus Green Ribbon Blue

 Postal Blue Mower Red Rocket White

 Safety Yellow Rogers (Gloss) (Flat) Black

 Pewter 
 (Black Textured)

STANDARD FRAME COLORS (Included) Your logo can be placed on many IA products. In fact, building tables with custom colors  
and graphics is our specialty. Ordering for the entire training room? We’ve got you covered. 
Give our team a call for a quote and to see what we can do with your logos!

DON'T SEE YOUR COLOR? 
Ask your rep for more information on our 
custom frame color options.

With the Vault & Vault XL, your training supplies are secure and at 
your fingertips when working in the heart of your athletic training 
facility. Multiple sizes, drawer and shelf configurations keep 
equipment organized. Heavy duty construction protects your 
supplies from many season and off-seasons.

FEATURES
H	Lockable drawers and cabinets
H	Made from rust-resistant material
H	Sourced and manufactured in the USA 
H	Customizable with team graphics and colors

VAULT  
#411720 
L32" W20.5" H36"

Keep your training supplies close at hand using the mobile Rig 
storage units. Multiple drawer and shelf configurations keep you 
organized and prepared for anything. Heavy-duty construction 
protects contents throughout the year and amid all types of seasons.

FEATURES
H	Fully-mobile and travel friendly
H	Optional all-terrain wheels allow you to take the Rig anywhere its 

needed. 
H	Lockable drawers and cabinets
H	Made from rust-resistant material
H	Sourced and manufactured in the USA 
H	Customizable with team graphics and colors

#411719     L32" W20.5" H40" (Rig AT H45.5")

VAULT XL
#411725 
L32" W20.5" H68"
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